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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' ABILITIES, ATTITUDES, AND
BELIEFS ABOUT PROBLEM SOLVING
DECEMBER 2003
NANCY M. BROWN
B.S., AUGUSTA STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., AUGUSTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Directed by Professor Cordelia Zinskie
Problem solving has been alternately viewed as the justification for the study of
mathematics or as the impetus and means for studying mathematics. This study examines
characteristics—attitudes toward problem solving, beliefs about problem solving, and
abilities to solve problems—of elementary teachers of grades three, four, and five that
relate to problem solving.
Participants completed a two-part survey to quantify their attitudes and beliefs and a
problem-solving activity which quantified their problem-solving abilities. Four
participants were subsequently interviewed. Analyses showed that these teachers had
generally positive attitudes toward problem solving, generally positive beliefs about
problem solving, and generally poor problem-solving abilities. The data showed
significant (p < .05) positive correlations between attitude and problem-solving ability

and between attitude and beliefs (p < .01). Analyses of variance showed a significant
difference (p < .05) in attitude for the three grades.
The interview data added to the understanding of teacher attitudes and teacher beliefs
and revealed that attitude was also reflected in the way problem solving was treated in
their classrooms. Teachers with very positive attitudes involved their students in
mathematical problem solving in their classrooms and viewed problem solving as a
means for teaching and validating mathematics and regarded computational skills as an
important goal but did not view the mastery of computation skills as a necessary
prerequisite to problem solving. Teachers whose attitudes were not very positive never
used problem-solving activities in their mathematics instruction and believed that mastery
of computational skills was a necessary prerequisite for problem solving. Three of the
four interviewees limited mathematical problem solving to what is more correctly known
as a word problem—a computational exercise given in verbal language.
Although certification requirements in Georgia have increased the number of
mathematics courses that pre-service teachers must complete in their professional
development, this study indicates that these increased requirements may not be enough.
Teacher attitudes toward problem solving must also be addressed. Pre-service teacher
preparation programs must address prospective teachers' attitudes and focus on teaching
these future teachers how to teach mathematics in addition to teaching them mathematics
content. In-service elementary mathematics teachers must be involved in staff
development based in dialogues about attitudes, pedagogy, and content. Interim and
long-term solutions will require courage, dedication, conviction, and diligence.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Being able to solve problems is an important skill. The writings and works of
Aristaeus the Elder and Euclid (300 B. C.), Erastothenes of Cyrene, Appolonius of Perga
(200 B. C.), and Pappus of Alexandria (300 A. D.), evidenced that problem solving was
valued, used, and taught in some of the earliest civilizations (Eves, 1964). Indeed, "the
history of culture shows that mankind's scientific knowledge and technical abilities have
developed, especially in all their earlier stages, out of the fundamental problems of life"
(Dewey, 1910/1997, p. 167).
Problem solving—"what you do when you do not know what to do" (Wheatley,
1984, p. 2)—has long been included in the educational curriculum of the United States
(Kliebard, 1992; White, 1978). William Kilpatrick (1918) advocated education based on
four types of projects, the third of which was to "straighten out some intellectual
difficulty, to solve some problem" (p. 333). John Dewey (1910/1997) wrote of the
importance of the disciplined, trained mind and defined such a mind as one skilled in
solving problems. John Childs (1931) compared the memorization of facts to the use of
reasoning skills and concluded that children learned best through using their reasoning
skills to solve problems. In the 1930s the Progressive Education Association's EightYear Study involved a number of high schools and their students in an experiment
intended to evaluate two instructional designs by comparing the subsequent college
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performances and later successes of the two groups of students. Selected high schools
turned their curriculum focus away from the subject-centered curriculum driven by
college entrance requirements and toward a curriculum built around problem solving
while the other high schools in the study continued to use the subject-centered model.
The study found the students from the problem-focused curriculum were much more
successful in later life than students not involved in the problem-focused curriculum
(Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 1996; Tanner & Tanner, 1995).
In 1945, George Polya wrote How to Solve It, in which he formalized a set of
steps designed to be used to teach problem solving as a skill. This text was translated
into 17 languages and reprinted at least seven times indicating its impact. Though the set
of steps Polya listed was not entirely original—earlier similar steps are found in
Descartes' (1637) Geometry (O'Connor & Robertson, 2002) and in Dewey's (1910/1997)
How We Think—Polya has been given credit both for making these steps a staple in the
mathematics curriculum and for the continued emphasis that exists in the mathematics
curriculum of the United States on solving non-routine problems (National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, 2000; Romberg, 1992). In 1978, the National Council of
Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM) identified problem solving as one of ten basic
mathematical skills. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) (1980),
in An Agenda for Action, called for an increase in the emphasis on problem solving using
real-life problems. In the late 1980s each of these organizations—NCSM with Essential
Mathematics for the 21s' Century (1989) and NCTM with The Curriculum and
Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989)—renewed the demand for teaching
problem solving. The American Association for the Advancement of Science (1989)
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with its publication of Science for All Americans and the National Research Council
(1989) with Everybody Counts added support to the insistence that problem solving skills
be taught. Additional publications (e. g., Battista, 1994; Findell, 1996; Ma, 1999;
Mumford, Whetzer, & Reiter-Palmon, 1997; NCTM, 2000) throughout the last decade
have maintained this attention to the place of problem solving in the curriculum. With
the publication of Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000) NCTM
intended to change the position of problem solving from being a part of the mathematics
content and make it instead an "integral part of all mathematics learning" (p. 52). This
continued emphasis on problem solving in the curriculum resulted not only from the
influence of mathematicians and teachers of mathematics, but also from society. Current
philosophers, business and industrial organizations, and governmental offices have also
emphasized that problem-solving abilities are necessary.
Background of the Study
Current philosophers such as Maxine Greene (1995), Martha Naussbaum (1997),
and Elliot Eisner (1998) have stressed the need for students to develop problem solving
abilities if they are to solve the problems of tomorrow's world. This echoes Dewey's
concern, expressed in Democracy and Education (1916/1997), that thinking requires
the sense of a problem, the observation of conditions, the formation and rational
elaboration of a suggested conclusion, and the active experimental testing.... For
we live not in a settled and finished world, but in one which is going on. (p. 151)
Dealing with new and unfamiliar situations and resolving the difficulties that such
situations frequently pose is the essence of problem solving.
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Business and industrial organizations have agreed that workers need the ability to
solve problems. Lappan and Schram (1989) found that workers who could reason and
solve problems were more highly valued by employers. Camevale, Gainer, and Meltzer
(1990) listed problem solving as one of the five skills employees must possess in order to
perform mathematical tasks successfully on the job. Nidds and McGerald (1996)
surveyed corporate America and found that employees were expected to diagnose and
solve problems. According to Mumford et al. (1997), organizations needed problemsolving abilities in all workers. Those workers who were in production roles needed to
implement problem-solving procedures and others, including managers, marketing
personnel, engineers, and scientists, frequently were also required to solve problems that
arose. This researcher's investigation of local industries echoed this need for problemsolving abilities among workers (Brown, 2001).
In accord with the continued societal emphasis on developing problem-solving
abilities, the United States Government has repeated the demand that students develop
these skills. The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS)
developed its list of skills and competencies essential for everyone in the modem world
in the United States. Included in the list of skills were arithmetic, mathematics,
reasoning, and problem solving (SCANS, 1992). The Mid-continent Regional
Educational Laboratory (McREL), one of ten regional educational laboratories supported
by the United States Department of Education, specializes in curriculum. After
examining the curriculum standards from each state that had such standards (48 of them
did), McREL compiled a set of national curricular standards (Kendall & Marzano, 1996).
These standards placed a significant focus on the development of problem-solving
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abilities (McREL, 1999) with 83% of the standards across all twelve subject areas
addressing the need for such abilities (Marzano, 1998). The U. S. Department of
Education (1997) has compiled its own list of priorities as well. "The Seven Priorities of
the U. S. Department of Education" stated that competency in mathematics, including
quantitative and problem-solving abilities, was a pre-requisite for participation in the
current job market. This increased call for problem-solving skills has not caused a
corresponding increase in students' problem-solving abilities as measured by
standardized tests.
The second National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in the late
1970s showed that "performance for all ages was high on recall of basic facts and on
simple calculations [but] ... performance on non-routine problems and on multi-step
problems was generally poor" (Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, & Reys, 1981, p.
13). Even with the renewal of an emphasis on problem solving in the intervening years,
the 1997 results of the NAEP showed continued poor performance in mathematical
problem solving. In every state that participated in the 1996 NAEP, fewer than 30% of
the students who took the test performed at a "proficient or above" level in problem
solving which implied that these soon-to-be-adults were not well equipped to solve
problems (Reese, Miller, Mazzeo, & Dossey, 1997). This poor performance indicated
that despite the long-term curricular inclusion of problem solving and the recognized
need for the individual development of such problem-solving skills, students had not
acquired these skills. This raised the question of why there is such a lack of
improvement. The existing research on problem solving has identified some connections
between problem solving and a variety of other variables but more needs to be done.
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In 1990 Hembree compiled an extensive bibliographic list of research on problem
solving. The research included in the list suggested that there were connections between
mastering problem solving and a variety of other variables including reading skills,
cultural beliefs, and student attitudes. Of over 400 items in Hembree's bibliographic list,
9 were related to reading and mathematics. Of these 9 only a few were as recent as the
1980s. Research studies from Hembree's list that had examined reading and
comprehension scores found evidence both supporting (Muth, 1984) and denying (Paul,
Nibbelink, & Hoover, 1986) a relationship between reading and problem solving. Other
studies on reading (Henney, 1970; Spilman & Weiner, 1972; Wright & Wright, 1986)
found no relation between reading and problem solving.

Studies from Hembree's list

(McLeod, 1988) and studies since then (Franke & Carey, 1997; Lamb & Fullarton, 2000)
that involved relationships between problem-solving abilities and family and cultural
factors found that classroom demographics influenced students' beliefs about problem
solving. Studies which had focused on affect (Garofalo, 1989; McLeod, 1985, 1988) had
determined that students' attitudes about problem solving impacted their problem-solving
performance.
According to Silver (1985), the research on problem solving was insufficient in
the areas of affect, classroom environment, and teachers' roles. Grouws (1985), in
discussing the neglected themes in problem-solving research, also determined that the
teacher's role in teaching and as a model of problem solving was a much neglected area
of research. Hembree's (1990) bibliographic list of problem solving research contained
only eight studies related to the professional development, attitudes, or knowledge of
teachers and again, most were completed prior to 1980. In 1994, Lester called for
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additional research on problem solving and indicated that "very little of the literature on
mathematical problem-solving instruction discussed the specifics of the teacher's role,
and just as little of the research literature on teaching dealt with problem solving" (p.
672).
Research on teachers conducted since 1994 included a study by Kremer-Heyon
(1994) who found that "career teachers have likely decided that formal and normative
knowledge sources are irrelevant... and base their problem solving on the
personal/practical knowledge that they [have] developed in the course of their careers"
(p. 60). In addition, a study by Silver, Mamona-Downs, Leung, and Kenney (1996) that
examined teachers' abilities to pose problems found that a large group of the study's
subjects could not adequately state problems. That the teachers in this study were either
"middle school mathematics teachers, presumably accustomed to developing or providing
problems for their students, or pre-service secondary mathematics teachers with
experience doing university-level mathematics" (p. 305), made the results even more
worrisome and intriguing.
These findings, when taken together, suggested that more research examining
teacher abilities, attitudes, and beliefs related to problem solving was needed. This
existing research seemed to indicate that many teachers were not comfortable with
problem-solving activities; however, not much was known about the specifics of this
discomfort. There was a need to know more about teachers' attitudes about problem
solving, their beliefs about problem solving, their abilities to solve problems, and how
these variables are related. This study was intended to increase the research knowledge
about teachers and mathematical problem solving.
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Purpose of the Study
Georgia's Quality Core Curriculum Standards expect students in every grade to
engage in problem solving while learning mathematics. Before third grade, students'
problem-solving work is informal and happens primarily in large group settings with the
teacher acting as guide. For the first time, in grade three, students solve problems by
selecting a strategy for themselves. Students in grades four and five continue to select
strategies and the set of strategies from which to select expands in the fourth and again in
the fifth grade. Because these three grades establish the foundations for independent
problem solving, student experiences in these grades are highly important. For these
reasons this study focused on mathematics teachers in grades three, four, and five. This
research was conducted in a small, rural county in Georgia.
One purpose of the study involving these elementary mathematics teachers was to
characterize their attitude about mathematical problem solving, their belief about problem
solving in mathematics, and their ability to solve mathematical problems. Information
about attitudes and beliefs was gathered through questionnaires and amplified through
interviews with selected participants. Problem-solving abilities were measured by having
teachers complete a set of problems. In addition to characterizing the nature of the
teachers' attitudes, beliefs, and abilities, the second purpose of the study was to determine
the nature and strength of any relationships among these variables and to find any
significant differences that existed in these variables for each grade. In addition to
providing information about teachers' attitudes, beliefs, and abilities in mathematical
problem solving and determining the relationships between and among these variables,
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this researcher hoped to identify a more appropriate design for any follow-up professional
development that may be indicated by the results of the study.
Research Questions
1. What attitudes do mathematics teachers in grades three through five in this small,
rural county in Georgia have toward mathematical problem solving?
2. What beliefs do mathematics teachers in grades three through five in this small, rural
county in Georgia have about mathematical problem solving?
3. What abilities do teachers in grades three through five in this small, rural county in
Georgia have in mathematical problem solving?
4. Are there significant differences in the attitudes toward mathematical problem
solving, the beliefs about mathematical problem solving, or the mathematical
problem-solving abilities of the teachers by grade?
5. Is there a relationship among attitudes toward, beliefs about, and abilities in
mathematical problem solving for teachers in grades three through five in this small
rural county in Georgia?
Significance of the Study
With the publication of An Agenda for Action in 1980, the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics centered the attention of the mathematics community on
problem solving in the mathematics classroom. The publication in 1983 of A Nation at
Risk—the report of the National Commission on Excellence in Education—refocused
national curricular attention on reclaiming excellence in our educational system. Cited as
evidence of the loss of the educational preeminence long held by the United States was
the lack of higher order intellectual skills among 17-year olds—many of whom were
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unable to solve multi-step mathematics problems (Lindquist, 1991). These two
publications supported the need to conduct further research into how to best accomplish
one of the primary goals of both—fostering the changes necessary to regaining this
preeminence by again making good problem solvers of the nation's students.
Research can and should suggest approaches to improving problem-solving
abilities. While research has examined some of the factors that relate to problem-solving
and students, little has been conducted to show how teachers—especially elementary
teachers of kindergarten to grade five—view problem solving and themselves as problem
solvers, or how their feelings and beliefs about problem solving may be related to their
own abilities to solve problems.
In addition to adding to the body of research on teachers, this research helped to
determine and identify the relationships between the attitudes, beliefs, and abilities
related to problem solving of those teachers in grades three, four, and five in this small,
rural county in Georgia. As such its outcome may be singularly valuable in better
understanding these teachers and in designing future professional development activities
for them.
Assumptions
This researcher assumed that responses given to the survey and interview
questions were honest and based on the participating teachers' personal beliefs and
feelings. This researcher also assumed that the work these teachers exhibited on the
problem-solving activity was based on best efforts of the participants. In efforts to
diminish individual anxiety this researcher was careful to provide reassurance about the
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confidentiality of each teacher's work and that confidentiality was maintained throughout
the study.
Limitations
The participants in this study came from the population of one small, rural,
Georgia county and from a narrow grade band. Due to the rural nature of the county and
the small size of the population and of the school system, the size of the sample was also
small. In addition some of the members of the sample were well known to this
researcher. Therefore the study may be limited in its application to a more generalized
population of teachers. Other variables may have impacted the results as well but were
not the focus of this study.
Definitions
The following terms have been used throughout and are defined below for clarity
in their application to this study.
• Attitude is a predisposition encompassing like or dislike, interest, anxiety,
confidence, and responses to an object (Allport, 1935; Green, 1959; McLeod,
1992; Romberg & Wilson, 1969; Thompson, 1992).
• Belief is the collection of cognitive concepts that develop gradually and which
hold varying degrees of influence over one's actions (Abelson, 1979; Emenaker,
1993; Ensor, 1998; McLeod, 1992; Thompson, 1992).
• Likert scale is a set of statements about the social world with a self-response scale
which provides a continuum of agreement with each statement (Steele & Price,
2004).
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• Non-routine problem is a process problem—a problem that requires "planning,
guessing, estimating, forming conjectures, looking for patterns" (Charles &
Lester, 1982, p. 8) or a puzzle problem—a problem solved by a "lucky guess or
by thinking of an unusual way of looking at the problem" (Charles & Lester,
1982, p. 9).
• Problem solving is engaging in a task for which the solution method is not known
in advance (Charles & Lester, 1982; Kilpatrick, 1985; NCTM, 2000).
• Word problem is a problem in which information is supplied orally or in written
words (Georgia Department of Education, 2002).
Summary
The current problems that society has and the future problems that society will
have are not likely to solve themselves. Today's adults and those of tomorrow will need
problem-solving abilities. It is imperative to include these skills in the educational
curriculum, and the mathematics curriculum in Georgia currently includes the
development and use of these skills in every grade. It is fundamentally necessary to
provide every student with sustained practice in developing these abilities, and it is
essential that this practice begin early in each student's educational experience. It is
crucial that teachers convey the value of these abilities and it is crucial that teachers be
good models of problem solving.
Teachers need to be helped to become better problem solvers and better models of
these skills. Research into teachers' attitudes toward problem solving, their beliefs about
problem solving, their own abilities to solve problems, and the relationships between

these variables will provide guidance in choosing and implementing professional
development for both pre-service and in-service teachers.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The word "problem" has many connotations, depending on one's perspective.
From everyday life a generally accepted definition of "problem" is a situation in which an
end is needed but for which a direct means is not known or is blocked (Brownell, 1942;
Kilpatrick, 1985; Polya, 1957). From a mathematical perspective a problem may be
something as simple as adding 14 and 45 or something as complex as determining the
number of possible driving routes from the Empire State Building to Yankee Stadium
given that you must obey traffic laws and stay on identified roadways. To a student of
mathematics, ideally, a problem is something of interest which engages the student and
for which this student has no readily available set of mathematical steps to solve the
problem but does have the necessary factual and procedural knowledge to do so
(Schoenfeld, 1989). Indeed, the varying definitions given for the word "problem" often
depend on how much effort or decision-making must go into its solution (Hembree,
1992).
If the definition of what a problem is depends on the nature of the difficulty of its
solution, then defining "problem solving" is no more straightforward. McLeod (1985)
defined problem solving in mathematics as "student performance (grades K-16) on
mathematical tasks where the solution or goal is not immediately attainable and there is
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no obvious algorithm for the student to use" (p. 267). This definition means that a
problem requires more than skills application and excludes such things as computational
exercises. Wheatley (1984) gave the general definition of problem solving as being what
a person does when a person does not know what to do.
In addition to the questions of just what a "problem" is and just what it means to
"problem solve" is the question of whether problem solving has value as a skill. If it is
an important skill, then to whom is it important? If it is a skill that is important to a large
number of people then where should problem solving be learned?
Importance of Problem Solving
From the perspectives of mathematicians, philosophers, governmental studies,
and future employers of our students learning only facts is not enough. Problem-solving
skills will be necessary for success in daily life, for the future of our society, and for
advancement in the work force.
Mathematicians' Perspective
To trace the history of mathematics is to trace the history of human development.
As human society developed and advanced, new problems arose in accompaniment.
Many times these problems caused the need for new symbolism and new ways to record
and manipulate information. Mathematics evolved in response to this need and the
development of new mathematics offered opportunities to accomplish even more.
Needing to find the vertical height of a pyramid, Thales made use of similar triangles in
the sixth century B.C. The Pythagorean Theorem (not necessarily first used by the
Pythagoreans) resulted from a need to measure from comer to comer of a rectangle for
which direct measurement was impossible. The desire for solutions to equations such as
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x2 = —4 introduced a new number system. Kepler's equations for the paths of the planets
underlay space exploration and travel. These developments illustrated that mathematics
was and still is created by and with problem solving (Eves, 1964; Kilpatrick, 1985;
Romberg, 1992). To a mathematician, doing mathematics means solving problems or
satisfying intellectual curiosity (Schoenfeld, 1989). According to Grouws (1985). "for
many individuals the value of mathematics accrues from being able to use it in problemsolving situations" (p. 295).
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has issued the call—in both
1989 and 2000—for a classroom emphasis on problem solving. The Conference Board
of the Mathematical Sciences (CBMS) with its publication of The Mathematical
Education of Teachers Book (Kessel, Epstein, & Keynes, 2001) defined a new
professional development plan for prospective teachers. This plan placed significant
emphasis on problem solving. The most current policy statement of the American
Mathematical Society (AMS) included recommendations for "a comprehensive and
integrated reform" (2003, p. 6) of mathematics education. These professional
development plans for all teachers of mathematics (K-12) recommended by the AMS and
the CBMS each called for a renewed emphasis on problem-solving skills.
Philosophers' Perspective
Greene (1995) and Naussbaum (1997) in discussing the differences that today's
graduates would encounter in tomorrow's world told us that thinking and action that is
based on thinking would be necessary in the future, that we must prepare students not
only to be literate and to be able to think, but also to be capable of dealing with a world
full of unpredictable contingencies and alarming uncertainties. In other words, as adults
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our current students will face a world with problems in need of solving. As Eisner (1998)
said, "The world today requires people who can think on their own, who can raise telling
questions and solve puzzling problems" (p. 2). Producing such thinking and problemsolving adults will require educational practice that fosters, develops, and encourages
thinking and problem solving.
Government's Perspective
In addition to the demands for problem solving that will be made by tomorrow's
society are the demands of governmental commissions of today. SCANS, the Secretary's
Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (1992) and McREL, the Mid-continent
Regional Educational Laboratory (1999), have developed lists of skills and competencies
viewed as essential for everyone in the modem world. Included in the list of skills are
arithmetic, mathematics, reasoning, and problem solving. The problem-solving strategies
an individual possesses are expected to be characterized by flexibility, applicability, and
inventiveness. To the government, basic trouble-shooting and problem-solving
techniques are a national necessity (McREL, 1999). According to "The Seven Priorities
of the U. S. Department of Education" employers wanted and expected not only
competence in subject matter but problem solving ability as well so that employees
would not have to be retrained before they had value to the employer (U. S. Department
of Education, 1997). President Bush's current No Child Left Behind legislation calls for
students to be taught by teachers who are "highly qualified" meaning that the teacher has
completed the required professional development and has passed a "rigorous state test
[of] subject knowledge and teaching skills in reading, writing, mathematics, and other
areas of the basic elementary school curriculum" (NSTA, 2003, p. 1). The mathematics
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knowledge portion of this requirement is based on the recommendations ot NCTM in
which problem solving has a significant emphasis.
Corporate America's Perspective
It has been generally agreed that workers need to be able to solve problems.
According to Camevale et al. (1990), problem solving was one of the five skills
employees had to possess in order to be able to perform mathematical tasks successfully
on the job. "An organization's ability to achieve its strategic objectives also often
depended on how quickly it could bring into play the skills of problem solving and
creative thinking" (p. 28). Nidds and McGerald (1996) surveyed corporate America and
found that corporate America expected employees to possess higher order thinking skills,
technical skills, and reasoning skills. These employees had to be able to diagnose and
solve problems. According to Mumford et al. (1997), organizations needed problemsolving abilities in all workers. Even those workers who were in production roles had to
be able to implement the prescribed solutions and occasionally resolve problems that
arose in job-related situations. Others, including managers, marketing personnel,
engineers, and scientists, frequently "were presented with the kinds of novel, ill-defined
problems that called for creative thought... [and in their roles] ... creative problem
solving was required" (p. 8). Many entry-level workers, especially those in this
researcher's local area, entered the job market right out of high school and needed to have
developed such problem-solving skills prior to graduation (Brown, 2001). This means
that these problem-solving skills needed to be learned before the end of the twelfth grade.
This assumes, however, that problem solving was included in the educational curriculum.
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Problem Solving in the Curriculum
As an activity, problem solving has existed since the first human realized a need
to find shelter and food or to escape from predators. Historical accounts of Aristaeus the
Elder, Euclid and Pappus of Alexandria, Erastothenes of Cyrene, and Appolonius of
Perga clearly demonstrated that problem solving had a place of value in the teachings in
early civilizations (Eves, 1964). Rene Descartes, a French mathematician and
philosopher of the 1600s, gave Euclid—whose work with geometry was perhaps the best
known of these teachings from the earlier civilizations—and other earlier scholars credit
in his own work on mathematics and problem solving. Descartes' Geometry contained
work from which Descartes' "real lessons in problem solving came" (Grabiner, 1995, p.
83). In this work, Descartes made extensive use of two problem-solving methods—
working backwards from the solution to the problem and reducing a difficult problem to a
less difficult and simpler problem—favored by these earlier scholars and Greek
mathematicians. Indeed, Descartes' Geometry "solved hard problems by novel methods"
(p. 93). Descartes was both a problem solver and a teacher of problem solving to his
students. Problem solving has long been considered an important endeavor.
As a goal for mental development, as a skill to be taught, and as a method of
teaching, problem solving has been in the educational curriculum of this country virtually
ever since curriculum has been written. As early as 1900 "the teaching of mathematics ...
in the American school curriculum was justified ... as a vehicle for training the mind ...
reflecting not only its time-honored ability to develop reasoning power but also its value
in the daily functioning of adults" (Kliebard, 1992, p. 179). Dewey, in How We Think
(1910/1997) called for "reflective thinking" as the aim of education. "This work by
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Dewey marked the first attempt in American education to cite problem solving as an
important curriculum goal" (White, 1978, p. 187).
Dewey's voice was joined by that of William Kilpatrick. Kilpatrick's (1918)
article, "The Project Method", described "the purposeful act" as an important curricular
principle. In this article, Kilpatrick advocated the project method which, for him,
included problem solving. Kilpatrick divided the educational projects he advocated into
four types, one of which was solving problems. In four years time, this article was
reprinted over 100,000 times indicating much interest in Kilpatrick's views.
In the 1930s the Eight-Year Study was conducted. High schools and colleges
agreed to cooperate in an experiment designed to determine which high school
curriculum was best: one based on subject-matter competence in coursework where each
subject was isolated with defined skills that students had to master, or one based on
projects that were interdisciplinary in nature and whose design was determined by the
participating high schools. High schools participated on a self-selection basis and
colleges agreed to waive, for these students, the list of unit credits traditionally used as
entrance requirements. The study followed both groups of students through college and
into their adult lives finding that students not involved in a problem-focused curriculum
were much less successful in later life than students from a problem-focused curriculum
(Pinar et al., 1996; Tanner & Tanner, 1995). Despite the intense interest in Kilpatrick's
call for school to be centered around the "purposeful act" and the positive and striking
results of the Eight-Year Study, within a few years of the conclusion of the study the
results were largely ignored. Problem solving as a curricular concern was overshadowed
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by concern over the space race and the need to be able to measure the success of our
educational system.
In the midst of this era of conflicting opinions about problem solving in the
curriculum George Polya wrote How to Solve It, his text on problem solving. This short
and very direct text made Polya "best known in secondary mathematics as the author of
'understand the problem, ... make a plan,... carry out the plan, ... look back'"
(Sinicrope, 1995, p. 196). Over the decades since its publication this text has sold over
one million copies and has been translated into at least 17 languages. Although Descartes
in the 1600s in his Geometry and Dewey in the early 1900s in his How We Think and
Democracy and Education had each listed sets of steps in problem solving, it is Polya
who generally gets the credit for making problem solving a curricular staple in the
educational curriculum. Polya—a mathematician of importance, a teacher of
mathematics, and a teacher of mathematics teachers in the mid 1900s (Hembree, 1992;
Kilpatrick, 1985; Lester, 1994; Romberg, 1992; Silver, 1985)—has been described as a
problem-solving crusader who for many years worked tirelessly to convince teachers of
the importance of problem solving and to teach teachers the techniques of problem
solving. Polya's extraordinary influence is due in part to the fact that his "writings
stressed the importance of mathematical problem solving ... [and] described, through
examples, the way in which mathematicians examined non-routine problems" (Romberg,
1992, p. 754). Indeed, nearly every current mathematics text and curriculum guide
includes some version of Polya's problem-solving steps (NCTM, 2000).
Beginning in the 1950s much more importance was placed on measurable
knowledge. Education became a very measured quantity with more and more emphasis
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on factual knowledge that could be measured quantitatively with standardized tests. The
"new math" movement was a response to the national demand for more able
mathematicians and scientists. However, "the general public conception was that the
'new math' was such a failure that students didn't even know the basic facts of
arithmetic. Thus was bom the 'back-to-basics' movement of the 1970s" (Findell, 1996,
p. 5). Incidents such as the crisis with Apollo 13 reminded the public that engineers and
scientists had to solve problems, but the focus in the schools remained on measurable
knowledge. "By the late 1970s, educators were convinced that teaching the 'basics' was
not enough" (p. 5)—students also needed to know not only how to compute but what
process to use when, and how to solve problems.
In the 1980s the focus, especially in mathematics education, began to shift again
toward problem solving. Charles and Lester (1982) advocated problem-solving
experiences in all grades, but especially for high school students. They pointed out that
"all of us have problems of various types" (p. 5) in daily life from a flat tire (with a flat
spare also) to figuring out how to pay the bills. Further, recognizing the changing world,
the curriculum had to equip students with the means to leam things that are not yet even
thought about. We must recognize the increasing "demand for people who can analyze a
problem and devise a means of solving it" (p. 12). Tanner and Tanner (1995) indicated
that schools which encouraged and expected growth in students employed problem
solving and its idea-oriented methods and used student-produced projects to foster this
growth. They called for a problem-focused curriculum which "might replace all or part
of the subject curriculum in general education with the purpose of creating a universe of
inquiry, discourse, and understanding among youngsters" (p. 391). Jensen (1998) hailed
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the importance of problem solving as a brain developer saying "the single best way to
grow a better brain is through challenging problem solving" (p. 35).
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) began an intense, allencompassing revision of mathematics education in the late 1980s. For over 20 years,
leading mathematics educators have diligently worked to effect change in school
mathematics programs. The newly revised Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics (Standards 2000) brought problem solving into focus again as a major
component of current mathematics curriculum for all students. NCTM stated that
problem solving is an integral part of all mathematics learning ...
good problems give students the chance to solidify and extend what they know ...
[problem solving] can stimulate mathematics learning [and]...
posing problems comes naturally to young children. (NCTM, 2000, pp. 52-53)
The entire Standards 2000 document gave the currently recommended teaching,
curriculum, and assessment standards for mathematics education in the United States for
grades pre-kindergarten through twelve. Problem solving was featured as a key
component of the curriculum at each of these grade levels. Recent reform movements
placed much greater emphasis on developing problem-solving skills in students
beginning in the early grades. This renewed and strong emphasis has resulted in changes
in the curriculum standards in most states in the United States. In an analysis of the
curriculum standards for all disciplines in each of the 48 states which had curriculum
standards, McREL found that over 80% of these standards included the need for problem
solving abilities (Marzano, 1998).
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Even though problem solving has been emphasized in the mathematics curriculum
for decades in the United States, assessments show that very little progress has been
made in student mastery of problem-solving skills over the last thirty or so years. The
results of the Second National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in the late
1970s showed that students had not learned problem-solving skills. Results showed that
students were competent in computation but generally unable to solve problems,
especially non-routine ones (Carpenter et al., 1981). The NAEP achievement measures—
at each of the fourth grade, eighth grade, and twelfth grade testing levels—called for
students who were considered competent in mathematics to be able to solve problems at
increasing levels of difficulty. At each of the levels (fourth, eighth, and twelfth grades)
scoring at the proficient or above level required the student to apply knowledge to
problem solving in the five NAEP content strands—number sense, properties, and
operations; measurement; geometry and spatial sense; data analysis, statistics, and
probability; and algebra and functions. The more recent 1996 NAEP results showed that,
at every level, fewer than 30% of the students who took the test scored at the "proficient
or above" level in mathematics (Reese et al., 1997).
In Georgia, problem solving is also in the curriculum at all grade levels. Georgia
Department of Education's (GADOE, 2002) Quality Core Curriculum Standards (QCCS)
include problem-solving standards beginning in kindergarten with additional strategies
and applications added at each grade. In spite of Georgia's QCCS calling for problemsolving instruction in mathematics at every level, Georgia's NAEP scores for 2000
showed that fewer than 20% of Georgia's fourth grade or eighth grade students
performed at the "proficient or above" level (Shrenko, 2001). Research has been done
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on problem solving but more is needed to better understand why, with all the emphasis on
problem solving, students have continued to score poorly.
Research on Problem Solving
In the area of research on problem solving Charles and Lester (1984) indicted
the research community saying, "the amount of unequivocal knowledge we have about
mathematical problem-solving is small by comparison with its importance. [And] this
seems to be particularly true ... at the elementary and middle school grades... [with]...
relatively little of this research focused on Grades 1-8" (p. 15). The research that has
focused on elementary students has provided limited information about problem solving
and student variables. Research has indicated that students' families and culture,
students' attitudes and beliefs, and students' reading and comprehension abilities may
have an impact on learning how to solve problems.
Family and Culture
According to Hembree (1990) the relationships between cultural factors and
education were the subject of several studies prior to 1990, but only a small portion of
these studies related to problem solving directly and no clear patterns were apparent in
the results of these studies. A more recent study by Franke and Carey (1997) on first
grade students indicated that classroom environments impacted students' views of
mathematics, and that classroom environments were influenced by the demographics of
the students in the classroom, and that "the extent to which students in classrooms with
different demographic characteristics held similar beliefs about mathematics was an open
question" (p. 9).
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In earlier research related more directly to problem solving, McLeod (1988)
indicated that there were a variety of factors which affected performance in problem
solving and, among these, "powerful influences (such as parental education or income
level) probably played a significant role" (p. 140). The possible interrelatedness of
factors such as students' attitudes toward problem solving, students' beliefs about
problem solving, students' performances in problem solving, teachers' roles, teachers'
attitudes toward problem solving, and teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and
teachers' knowledge of mathematics have also been studied.
Attitudes and Beliefs
Although there were distinct definitions for attitudes and beliefs the two were
examined together in many studies and not separated as different domains. According to
Allport (1935), Green (1959), McLeod (1992), Romberg and Wilson (1969), and
Thompson (1992), attitude was a predisposition encompassing like or dislike, interest,
anxiety, confidence, and responses to an object. Abelson (1979), Emenaker (1993),
Ensor (1998), McLeod (1992), and Thompson (1992) defined belief as the collection of
cognitive concepts that developed gradually and which held varying degrees of influence
over one's actions. Some studies seemed to use these constructs—attitudes and beliefs—
interchangeably rather than separating them into different variables.
Research in the field of student perceptions suggested that the classroom itself had
at least some impact on student attitudes. McLeod (1985) summarized the body of
research on affective issues and solving problems in mathematics. He suggested that
there were a multiplicity of affective variables at work in the mathematics classroom and
that further investigation "should probably be addressed as a constellation of more
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specific factors, each of which can be measured individually" (p. 277). In subsequent
writing McLeod (1988) again urged researchers to "find ways to address the role of affect
in problem solving" (p. 140). Garofalo (1989) suggested, "the nature of the classroom
environment in which mathematics was done strongly influenced how students viewed
[their attitudes toward] the subject of mathematics, the way they believed mathematics
should be done, and what they considered appropriate responses to mathematics
questions" (p. 451). Later, McLeod (1991) indicated that attitudes had a relatively direct
"influence on confidence in mathematical performance, especially in the area of nonroutine problem solving" (p. 65). He expressed concern that students "who are fearful in
certain mathematical settings can eventually become chronically anxious" (p. 69).
According to McLeod, many children's attitudes about story problems were very well
established and revealed negative attitudes about mathematics and toward themselves as
problem solvers. The social context and its engendered beliefs also influenced a student's
affective responses. This research pointed to the importance of a student's self-perception
of problem-solving ability as a key ingredient for success. Other research showed that
students' performances in problem solving were many times undermined by the student's
beliefs about mathematics (McLeod, 1994).
Reading and Comprehension
Research findings differed as to the relationship between reading ability and
problem solving skills. Early research by Henney (1970) and by Spilman and Weiner
(1972) presented students with problems in several formats—verbal, pictorial, or puzzlestyle. These studies found no significant differences in students' performances on the
various types of problems. Students with adequate reading skills who also understood the
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related arithmetic concepts were able to solve the problem in any format. The study also
found that students whose reading level was average or above average did not necessarily
understand the mathematical concepts and some students with less mathematical
understanding were unable to solve the problems. In other research Muth (1984)
concluded that "reading ability played a major role in the solution of arithmetic word
problems" (p. 209). At relatively the same time, Paul et al. (1986) found that "there was
no effect of readability level on problem difficulty—not even the hint of an effect" (p.
163). In a study involving personalized verbal problems designed individually for a
student based on that student's interests and hobbies, Wright and Wright (1986) found
students were more likely to select the correct process when working with these
personalized problems but were no more likely to compute the correct answer. This
research suggests that the relationship between reading ability and problem solving was
not well defined.
Neglected Themes
In summarizing the research on problem solving conducted between 1960 and
1985, Kilpatrick (1985) said that not much had really been learned about problem solving
or how to teach it. Silver (1985) summarized the research on mathematical problem
solving over the same 25 year period and reported on what had not been studied—
teachers. The research that had included the teacher had used the teacher as the instructor
of some specially designed program and the evidence gathered had evaluated the program
of instruction rather than examined the teacher implementing the program. Silver
criticized this research for treating the teacher as a controlled variable and ignoring the
preferences, experience, and ability of the teacher. Grouws (1985) concurred with Silver
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citing deficiencies in research on the teacher's role in teaching and in modeling problem
solving. Grouws described the unsatisfactory performance of students on national testing
of problem-solving abilities as "a disaster looking for a cause" (p. 297) and suggested
that research should stop looking for a scapegoat—ineffective programs, a shortage of
qualified teachers, money problems, and so forth—and focus instead on what was
happening in the classroom.
According to Grouws, teachers made a significant impact on students' learning of
and performance in problem solving. Grouws gave a comprehensive list of reasons why
studying the role of the teacher was necessary:
First, the information was needed to develop a theory of problem-solving
instruction and to understand the natural acquisition of problem-solving ability.
Second, such data were needed to explain variation in teacher performance.
Third, such data were required to validly assess the extent of implementation of
contemporary advice to teachers.
Fourth, survey data would enable experimenters conducting treatment studies to
determine the extent to which control-group instruction was representative.
Fifth, descriptive data would assist researchers doing experimental studies to
explain how treatment teachers must modify their behavior.
Finally, such studies would have implications for both pre-service and in-service
teacher education, (p. 301)
For Grouws studying the teacher was vitally important to understanding problem solving
in education.
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In the over 400 items in the bibliographic list of problem solving research
compiled by Hembree (1990) only eight had examined the teacher. These eight were
related to the professional development, attitudes, or knowledge of teachers and none was
more recent than the 1980s. Lester (1994) described the continued need for additional
research on problem solving indicating that
very little of the literature on mathematical problem-solving instruction discussed
the specifics of the teacher's role, and just as little of the research literature on
teaching dealt with problem solving.... [There was] a lack of descriptions of
teachers' behaviors, teacher-student and student-student interactions, (p. 672)
Lester, like Grouws, identified the teacher as a variable that needed to be studied.
Studies like that of Bums and Lash (1985) and Clarke (1997) concluded that the
role of the teacher was changing from that of chief authority and dispenser of knowledge
to that of learning facilitator working in partnership with students and that this change
created different goals of problem-solving instruction and placed different pedagogical
demands on teachers making research on teachers much more necessary. Grouws and
Cramer in 1989 and Clarke in 1997 called for teachers to become fellow problem solvers
with their students and to share their own personal struggles with solving problems; to
work together with students using their own and students' ideas and methods jointly
Research has examined problem solving and some of the variables related to it.
Research has not, however, clearly indicated the impact that teacher characteristics may
have on students learning to solve problems.
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Problem Solving and the Teacher
Since educators play a major role in the lives of today's students and tomorrow's
adults, it becomes the responsibility of educators to help effect changes in curriculum and
practice that will incorporate problem solving and produce, in these future adults, the
necessary problem-solving skills. Hembree (1992) completed a meta-analysis of the 487
studies on problem solving previously listed in his earlier (1990) bibliographic list of
studies. This meta-analysis on these studies ranging from the early 1950s to 1990
showed that "the only clear impact on student performance in problem solving resulted
from teachers especially trained in heuristics" (p. 266). This meta-analysis further
verified that these studies had not examined the teacher as a person, only as a controlled
variable.
As Silver (1985), Grouws (1985), and Lester (1994) have said, much research on
problem solving and the role of the teacher is still needed. Others interested in problemsolving research agreed with the need for additional research that focused on the teacher,
that "viewjed] the teacher as someone who behaves rationally in making pedagogical
decisions about the content and how to present it to the learners" (Thompson, 1985, p.
281). There was a real need to study the teacher as a vital variable in the instructional
environment in the classroom. Ernest (1996) called for more research in teacher
education and for the development of pre-service courses to help teachers to become
skilled in teaching that involves problem solving. Before determining the design for such
courses, a much greater understanding of the teacher (Lester, 1994) and the teacher's role
in the classroom was needed.
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Teachers' Roles
As early as 1945, George Polya called on teachers to engage in a problem
dialogue with students with two important goals in mind—"First, to help the student to
solve the problem at hand [and] second, to develop the student's ability so that he [sicl
may solve future problems by himself [sicl" (pp. 2-3). Polya viewed mathematics as
vibrant and alive and the teacher as vitally important in the student's acquisition of
mathematical expertise. For Polya the mathematics teacher should act much like a
"midwife" assisting in the birth of the students' ideas. Lester (1985) recalled hearing
George Polya talk about problem solving at a meeting of the American Mathematical
Society. Polya's closing remarks indicated that teachers had to get their students to "use
their heads" (p. 41).
Flalmos (1980) charged teachers with the duty "to expose their students to
problems much more than to facts" (p. 523). He went on to say that a lesson in which the
teacher and students "fumble and blunder" their way together through a problem and its
solution was much more valuable than any lecture given by the teacher about
mathematics. This willingness to join students in problem-solving activities would
require some measure of comfort on the part of the teacher and the students.
In addition to recognizing the paucity of research on the teacher. Silver's (1985)
study also determined that there were several key issues on which research was lacking.
Among them were: affect, belief, classroom environment, and the teachers' role in the
classroom. Silver, in discussing affect, suggested that "students' behaviors may be
influenced by their feelings of self-esteem, their perceived control—or lack of control—
over the situation with which they are faced, or their sense of satisfaction in engaging in
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mathematical tasks" (p. 253). Silver called teachers "truly the 'forgotten soul' in research
on the teaching and learning of mathematical problem solving ... [with]... the teacher and
teacher-related variables [either]...systematically controlled ... or unconsciously ignored
by researchers" (p. 262). He further argued for "the careful study of the classroom
ecology associated with exceptional mathematics teachers" (p. 262).
The studies that have been completed where the teacher was considered a variable
found that teachers' attitudes and beliefs had significant impact on: their students'
attitudes toward and beliefs about mathematics and problem solving; their students'
performance in mathematics and in problem solving; and the teachers' own instructional
practices (Grouws, 1985).
Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs
In 1989 with its publication of Everybody Counts the National Research Council
called for changing the publicly held attitudes and beliefs about mathematics and problem
solving in mathematics, and for making poor performance in school mathematics as
unacceptable as poor performance in other subjects. In the same year, 1989, the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) published Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics calling for significant change in mathematics
education. In addition to recommendations for changing the content foci, instructional
materials, classroom environment, and assessment measures in mathematics, NCTM
recommended changes in teachers' and students' attitudes about mathematics and
significant changes in the role of the teachers. Teachers were now expected to exhibit
enthusiasm toward mathematics, view mathematics as useful and valuable to life, value
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processes as much as solutions, and "create lessons that placed students in a problem
situation relating to the mathematics to be learned" (Kersh & Masztal, 1998, p. 77).
Changing attitudes and beliefs about mathematics (and, therefore, about problem
solving) required understanding what attitudes and beliefs were and required identifying
the role each played for the student and the teacher in mathematics education. After
reviewing Allport's (1935) definition of attitude—a prepared response resulting from
experience and activated in the presence of a certain stimulus—Anderson (1998) cited the
importance of studying attitudes in relation to school learning and the significant need to
better understand the nature of attitudes in the educational process. According to DeBellis
and Goldin (1997), effective research on attitudes and beliefs forced a separation of these
beliefs and attitudes from other areas of affect and necessitated study about the
importance of teachers' beliefs and attitudes as they related to: students' beliefs and
attitudes in learning mathematics, the teaching of mathematics, and understanding
mathematics (McLeod, 1992; McLeod & Ortega, 1993).
Teachers' Influence on Students' Attitudes and Beliefs
In a 1971 analysis of the results from the International Study of Achievement in
Mathematics, Coxford determined that 13-year-old students and high school seniors from
the United States had positive attitudes toward mathematics viewing mathematics as
dynamic and useful (as indicated by the attitude items within this test). Her analysis
showed that when compared with the same age groups from other nations the attitudes of
the 13-year-olds placed them second from the top and those of the seniors placed them at
the top. Coxford believed that the students' attitudes were directly attributable to the
attitudes and professional development of their mathematics teachers. Coxford called for
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an increase in research to find reasons for teachers' attitudes and to determine how to
effect changes in these attitudes.
A later study by Schofield (1981) found that favorable teachers' attitudes toward
mathematics were significantly related to high mathematics achievement in their students
but these same favorable attitudes of teachers were also significantly related to un¬
favorable student attitudes toward mathematics. Schofield's study measured achievement
in terms of computational skills which may explain this seemingly confusing relationship.
Students were engaged in drill-and-practice to master these computational skills and, in
spite of their teachers' positive attitudes about mathematics, did not exhibit positive
attitudes themselves. The students' conceptual and computational skills increased greatly
from the first administration of the achievement tests in October at the beginning of the
school year to the second administration in April at the end of the school year. Their
attitudes toward mathematics as a discipline and toward themselves as doers of
mathematics over the same time period shifted toward being more positive only slightly
at best and on many indicators became more negative.
In 1989 Schoenfeld conducted a study on secondary school students' beliefs and
behaviors in mathematical problem solving. Schoenfeld gave questionnaires to a group
of over 200 high school students enrolled in classes for college-bound students. The
questionnaire collected data on the students' beliefs about mathematics. The results
showed that while these older students had come to understand that mathematics was
important most still believed that mathematics was memorization of facts and mastery of
skills and had little relevance to daily life. These students, in spite of insisting that they
had participated in problem-solving activities throughout their mathematics classes, had
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missed the connection between mathematics and the creation of solutions to real-world
problems. These students viewed problem solving as part of what was done in a
mathematics classroom instead of as a fundamental and necessary part of everyday life.
Vanayan, White, Yuen, and Teper (1997) examined the attitudes and beliefs about
mathematics held by third- and fifth-graders and found interesting differences in the
responses of the two groups. In the third grade 40% of girls liked to solve problems that
made them think as did 45% of boys. Fifth graders' percentages for this same indicator
were 28% and 35%, respectively. In the area of how important mathematics was to their
future jobs, 77% of third-grade girls and 81% of third-grade boys thought that
mathematics was important. By fifth-grade these percentages were 91% for girls and
92% for boys. The most disappointing results related to mathematics as memorization.
In third grade, 51% of girls and 53% of boys thought that mathematics was mostly
memorizing. In fifth grade, in spite of two additional years spent learning mathematics,
59% of girls and 64% of boys believed that mathematics was mostly memorizing.
Garofalo (1989) contends that the "nature of the classroom environment in which
mathematics is done strongly influences how students view the subject of mathematics,
the way they believe mathematics should be done, and what they consider appropriate
responses to mathematics questions" (p. 451). Studies by Ford (1994) and by Carter and
Norwood (1997) supported Garofalo's claim.

Ford's study indicated that teachers who

valued computational skills more highly than problem-solving skills had students who
also believed that computational skills were most important and that teachers who
focused on developing computational skills had students who viewed the use of
calculators in problem solving to be a form of cheating. Carter and Norwood (1997)
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found that those teachers who believed that problem solving, hard work, and
understanding were key components in mathematics had students who held the same
beliefs.
Students' beliefs about achieving success in mathematics were also found to be
directly related to their teachers' beliefs about the nature of mathematics and mathematics
instruction. Woods (1989) described problem solving as a domain where beliefs and
attitudes mattered a great deal. If teachers were to truly successfully teach problem
solving, their own beliefs and attitudes had to show the importance of problem solving,
the necessity of perseverance, and the satisfaction of deriving solutions to problems.
Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs and Students' Performance
Hembree's (1992) meta-analysis of previous research on problem solving focused
on four categories within this research. One of these four categories was the "effects of
classroom related-conditions on problem-solving performance" (p. 242). In this analysis,
Hembree subdivided the existing research into his four categories of interest and then
subdivided each category into common areas of concern. Teacher characteristics were
considered in one of two areas under classroom conditions with the other area relating to
classroom structure. In Hembree's analysis the attitudes of teachers were found to have
affected the performance of their students. His analysis indicated that the better teachers
felt about mathematics, the better their students performed in problem solving. The
performance of students on the 1996 Third International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS, 2002) was correlated with the emphasis that their teachers placed on problem
solving. This analysis found that greater emphasis by teachers on problem solving
related significantly to better problem-solving performance by students.
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Teachers' Attitudes, Beliefs, and Classroom Practices
Lerman (1983) distinguished between two teaching perspectives concluding that
teachers who viewed mathematics as knowledge-centered saw problem solving as an
end—a culminating experience based on previously acquired knowledge—while teachers
who viewed mathematics as problem-centered saw problem solving as a means for
learning mathematics. In a case study of three junior high teachers, Thompson (1984)
found that teachers' beliefs about mathematics played a significant role in determining
the teachers' instructional behaviors. Thompson called her study the "first step in a line
of research whose ultimate goal was to identify key factors" (p. 124) in determining the
role that teachers' beliefs have on their instructional practices. In the 20 years since,
studies have continued to show a significant connection between teachers' beliefs and
their classroom practices.
Studies in the 1990s helped to identify several factors that had contributed to the
lack of success in changing instruction in mathematics. In a meta-analysis of research
related to teacher beliefs conducted by those within the Psychology of Mathematics
Education community, Hoyles (1992) found that teachers' beliefs about mathematics and
about mathematics teaching continued to significantly affect what concepts mathematics
teachers taught and what methods of instruction mathematics teachers used. However,
Hoyles concluded that many times teachers' beliefs about mathematics were different
from their beliefs about teaching mathematics. Some of the teachers in this study
believed that the process of problem solving was more important than arriving at an
answer but seemed unable to allow a classroom problem-solving activity to end without
finding an answer. Thompson's (1992) summary of the research on teachers' beliefs and
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mathematics teaching concurred with Hoyles' (1992) research findings. Battista (1994)
indicated that "teachers have been key to the success of the current reform movement in
U. S. mathematics education. Many teachers, according to Battista, had beliefs about
mathematics that were incompatible with those underlying the reform effort" (p. 462).
Battista recognized the need for changes in teachers' epistemology echoing Lerman's
(1983) article in which Lerman had recognized the same need.
In 1994 Ford involved 10 teachers from four elementary schools in interviews
about problem solving in school mathematics. Each teacher chose two students—one the
teacher thought was a successful problem solver and one thought to be unsuccessful.
Teachers were asked to predict the success each student would have in solving problems.
Teachers' predictions, which tended to be based on the calculation skills of their students,
were mostly correct for their students when solving calculation problems but not very
correct for reasoning problems. This indicated that teachers believed that computational
skills were necessary for problem-solving skills which this study refuted. Ford also
found that "many elementary teachers were unaware of current trends in mathematics ...
due [primarily] to the diverse responsibilities of the elementary teacher ... and [therefore]
relied on their beliefs about mathematics [that] were most often shaped by the way they,
themselves, were taught in elementary school" (p. 321).
Brosnan, Edwards, and Erickson (1996) found that teachers were much more
willing to try new ideas when they had obvious support from their administrators. In this
study teachers met together in the first phase of the study to plan a new program for
mathematics instruction for their sixth-grade students. The teachers spent one year in the
planning and then participated in summer-long intensive workshops to learn the needed
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mathematical and pedagogical skills necessary for implementation of that plan. The new
instructional plan began in the fall after the summer of professional development. The
teachers were supported by each other and their administration in implementation of the
plan. "The beliefs of the project teachers ... changed wholesale" (p. 33). Before this
professional development workshop these teachers regarded themselves as the one in
charge of the learning—they were the "sages on the stages". After this workshop these
teachers assumed the role of the "guides on the sides" making use of small groups,
manipulatives, and student-led explanations in their classrooms.
Miller (1996) completed case studies on three high school teachers and was able
to separate the teachers' beliefs about problem solving into three areas: (a) beliefs related
to what teachers said when discussing problem solving, (b) beliefs related to what
teachers did when solving problems, and (c) beliefs related to how teachers taught
problem solving. Miller was unable to establish any kind of causal relationship between
any pair of the three but was able to identify the separations, indicating the need for
examination of each type of belief. Miller's research offered insight into why teachers
who indicated agreement with NCTM's recommendations for more use of problem
solving in the classroom had not changed their practice to reflect this agreement.
A study by Zambo (1994) found that teacher beliefs were also different by grade
level taught, with teachers of older students believing less in allowing students to engage
in problem solving to discover mathematics content. Zambo used a combination of
surveys, observations, and interviews to examine the problem-solving beliefs and
practices of over 700 teachers. Zambo found that teachers were aware of the
recommendations for instruction but had not necessarily implemented these
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recommendations. In a study of Georgia middle school teachers and principals, Futch
(1996) had similar results. Responding to two surveys, the teachers in Futch's study not
only indicated that their beliefs were overwhelmingly in accordance with NCTM's
recommendations but additionally the principals indicated their agreement with these
standards and their administrative support for classroom implementation of the
recommendations. In spite of this agreement with the recommendations made by NCTM,
the results of the surveys showed that most of the classrooms remained traditional in their
practice.
Raymond (1997) followed six elementary teachers through their first or second
year of teaching. These teachers had all graduated from the same university and
expressed beliefs about teaching that indicated their agreement with NCTM's
recommendations. Raymond found that in spite of these expressed beliefs the practices
of these teachers did not reflect these beliefs but reflected how they had been taught. In a
similar study Ensor (1998) followed 23 pre-service teachers through the last year in their
teacher preparation program and their first year of teaching. Ensor determined that
teachers' methods of teaching did not follow their indicated beliefs.
Anderson (1998) found that elementary teachers used traditional teaching
strategies—skills practice, teacher modeling of problems, and discussions about problem
solving—far more than they allowed students to work on problems, or allowed students
to choose problems to solve, or encouraged students to create their own problems. In
addition to affecting how teachers perceive mathematics as a discipline, teachers' beliefs
have been shown to determine when problem solving is introduced to students. More
recent studies involving teachers (Archbald & Grant, 2002; Nathan & Koedinger, 2000)
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indicated that this dichotomy still existed. Teachers whose beliefs were in accord with
the NCTM standards had not made significant changes in their classroom practices.
Miller's (1996) previously discussed study classified teacher beliefs about
problem solving into three areas and an earlier study by Ernest (1989) determined that
beliefs about mathematics have been characterized by teachers into three hierarchical
distinctions: mathematics as an accumulation of facts, rules, and procedures to be used as
prescribed; mathematics as a static body of knowledge; and mathematics as a cultural by¬
product of solving the problems of the society (Ernest, 1989).
These distinctions among the beliefs teachers hold about problem solving and
about mathematics may actually play a role in the beliefs/practices inconsistency.
Another major hurdle to such practice may be teachers' definitions of problem solving.
Ford (1994) noted that the fifth grade teachers in her study defined problem solving in a
very narrow way as primarily an application of computational skills. In a study by
Nathan and Koedinger (2000), elementary, middle, and high school teachers were shown
to believe that students had to develop arithmetic reasoning before they could develop
algebraic reasoning which was perceived by this group of teachers to be a skill necessary
to problem solving. This was possibly another barrier to problem solving in practice.
A study by Capraro (2000) indicated that consistency between teachers' beliefs
and their instructional practices was most important. Capraro measured students'
problem-solving scores against teachers' beliefs and classroom practices and found that
teachers who believed that problem solving was important and who emphasized problem
solving in their classrooms had students who scored significantly higher in a test of
problem solving than did other students. Surprisingly, students in classrooms of teachers
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who believed that skills were most important and whose classroom practice was
reflective of this, scored better on the test of problem solving than did students of
teachers whose beliefs and classroom practices were not consistent.
Teachers' attitudes about mathematics are also related to the methods of teaching
used in the mathematics classrooms (Karp, 1991). The fourth and sixth-grade teachers in
the district that Karp studied completed two survey instruments designed to measure
teachers' attitudes toward mathematics. Based on the answers given by the teachers, an
independent referee selected two teachers at each grade level—one whose responses
exhibited a positive attitude and one whose responses exhibited a negative attitude.
Karp's case study of these four teachers included observations in the classrooms of each
of the teachers. Karp's study found that those teachers with negative attitudes tended to
emphasize rules and memorization while those with positive attitudes acted as role
models of problem solving and engaged their students in investigations and independent
explorations of content.
In a study of 155 elementary teachers Lacefield (1999) found no strong
connection between attitude and teaching style. The teachers in this study completed two
surveys—one related to their attitudes toward mathematics and one to their teaching
practices. These surveys were examined for correlation but only a weak one was found.
This seemed to suggest the need for additional study on teachers' attitudes and the impact
of these attitudes on instruction.
These studies have indicated that teachers' attitudes and beliefs are related to the
attitudes and beliefs of their students. Teachers' attitudes and beliefs are also related to
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the performance of their students on measures of problem solving, and to the instructional
practices used by the teacher.
Teachers' Knowledge
One of the major and quite obvious considerations has always been that teachers
cannot teach what they do not themselves know (Kilpatrick, 1987). According to Ball
(1988), there was, at least for the teachers in her study, a very real difference in knowing
mathematics well enough to do a mathematical task and in knowing mathematics well
enough to teach a mathematical concept to another. The teachers involved in Ball's study
realized the difference as a result of their participation in the study and came to the
conclusion that teaching mathematics required more than just the ability to compute.
Ball's action research based on her teaching of an introductory course for prospective
teachers led her to conclude that understanding mathematics in order to teach it was
different from understanding mathematics in order to do it. For example, teachers not
only needed to be able to multiply but be able to represent multiplication. Ball found that
elementary teachers are frequently more "apprehensive about teaching mathematics than
any other subject" (p. 45) and hoped that their subject matter knowledge of mathematics
would not be challenged in these lower grades. She also found that these teachers were
not likely to take any more than the minimum amount of mathematics absolutely
necessary for certification. This meant that their mathematics preparation came primarily
from their high school mathematics classes.
Attention must be given to developing or redeveloping teachers into problemsolving role models who are comfortable with problem solving, and who are willing to
include problem solving in its appropriate place in the present and future curricula and
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praxes. Four well-known researcher-educators, Schram, Wilcox, Lanier, and Lappan, in
a 1988 speech to the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association
identified teachers' limited knowledge of mathematics as a major problem in
reorganizing mathematics curriculum and instruction around concept development and
problem solving. These researchers reported success in addressing the correction of this
weakness using courses that required prospective elementary teachers to engage in
problem solving. This program and that developed by Ball (1988) and discussed
previously showed promise in changing teachers' attitudes about mathematics and about
problem solving in mathematics. Other studies showed that such changes accompanied
corresponding changes in teachers' classroom behaviors.
In a case study of eleven fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade teachers, Dougherty
(1990) reported similar connections between teachers' cognitive levels and their
classroom practice. The participating teachers provided a written response to a prompt
about their beliefs. Teacher interviews were used to gain additional information about
the teachers' conceptions of mathematics and the teachers were observed teaching. The
results showed high consistence among the cognitive levels of teachers, their conceptions
about mathematics, and their instructional practices.
In Teachers' Knowledge and its Impact (1992), Fennema and Franke created a
compendium of research on teachers' knowledge, dividing the research into several
categories including teachers' content knowledge of mathematics. This summary of the
research identified problem-solving skills as a valid measure of a teacher's content
knowledge and described knowledge as most useful when it fosters the ability to build
relationships to new ideas or situations. Fennema's and Franke's summary of the

research also showed that teachers who possessed content knowledge of mathematics
tended to encourage problem solving and questioning in their students. In contrast
Kremer-Hayon (1994) found that teachers—even those who possessed content
knowledge in mathematics—seemed to be unable to apply formal mathematical
knowledge to problem-solving activities. This study also found that career teachers had
likely decided that "formal and normative knowledge sources were irrelevant... and
based their problem solving on the personal/practical knowledge that they [had]
developed in the course of their career" (p. 60).
Steele (1994) agreed that teachers' knowledge of mathematics affected their
teaching of mathematics. In work similar to that of Ball (1988) and Schram et al. (1988),
Steele studied teachers enrolled in a mathematics course for pre-service teachers. Her
research procedures were different in that her participants were also involved in field
experiences where they actually taught for brief periods. Steele's findings were,
however, similar—prospective teachers' knowledge affected their teaching practices.
Teachers' knowledge was examined by Ma (1999) in interviews with 72 teachers—some
in the United States and some in China. Ma found that, in contrast to their Chinese
counterparts, only a small percentage of the teachers in the United States possessed
enough knowledge of mathematics to adequately explain elementary arithmetic
procedures or to make connections between the mathematics and any real-world
application (problem-solving situation) of a given concept.
Another and perhaps one of the more interesting, aspects of teachers' knowledge
about problem solving is that of defining problem solving. Funkhouser (1993) studied inservice teachers' definitions of problem solving and found that two-thirds of the
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participating teachers had only a vague notion of what problem solving was and that there
was no common agreement among teachers as to what "problem solving" meant. Only
21 of the 180 responses were precise and based in strategies. The remaining precise
responses based their definitions on skills or on the "canned" buzz words in the literature
at the time.
Of the middle-school in-service and the pre-service high-school teachers who
participated in a study by Silver et al. (1996), 15% had such difficulty adequately stating
problems based on a given application that their responses were thrown out. A number of
other responses were accepted only after a very liberal interpretation was made of the
problem. Participation in the problem-solving activity in Silver's study made almost no
difference in the number or complexity of problems posed by these teachers in the
before-experience and after-experience sessions. As has been asserted by Kilpatrick
(1987) teachers cannot teach what they do not know. Teaching students to solve
problems requires teachers to know how to solve problems and to know how to pose such
problems for their students.
Teachers' Professional Development
As Ball (1988) indicated many teacher preparation programs required prospective
elementary teachers to take little or no mathematics in their program of study. Until
recently this was true in the state of Georgia where pre-service teachers were required to
complete an accredited degree program, in which mathematics course requirements
varied greatly, at one of the colleges or universities in the state. Teachers whose college
preparation was in a state other than Georgia submitted their transcript for review by one
of these colleges and were given a list of coursework needed for certification in Georgia
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(Cindy Rabun, personal communication, January 10, 2003). In recognition that there are
many in-service elementary teachers who have little or no formal mathematics course
work beyond "shop-keeper" arithmetic or a single college mathematics course. Georgia is
currently searching for efficient ways to bring additional content development to all inservice elementary teachers (Carolyn Baldree, Georgia Mathematics Coordinator,
personal communication, October 17, 2002).
In addition, and on the recommendations and requirements of the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (Wise, 2002), current teacher education
programs for elementary teachers now require at least some mathematics coursework and
many have recently increased the amount required. Currently the University of Georgia
(University of Georgia, 2003) requires 6 courses on mathematics content and the teaching
of elementary mathematics and Georgia Southern University (Georgia Southern
University, 2003) requires 5 such courses. Such changed requirements for teacher
preparation were designed to improve teacher content knowledge.
Research has shown that there are relationships among teachers' attitudes toward
problem solving, teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and teachers' knowledge about
and experiences in problem solving. This research, however, has not clearly determined
the nature of these relationships.
Relationships in the Research
Thompson (1985) experienced some success in changing teacher attitudes by
identifying some factors that had shaped those attitudes. Her research supported the
common belief that teachers teach as they were taught. Thompson expressed the firm
conviction, bom from her research, that teachers "needed to experience mathematical
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problem solving from the perspective of the problem solver before they could adequately
deal with its teaching" (p. 292).
Lee (1990) found that having in-service teachers participate in a problem solving
workshop altered some of the beliefs of the teachers from ones that were nonproductive
in solving problems to ones that were more productive. Lee worked with in-service
teachers and was able to show marked improvement in these teachers' problem-solving
abilities and in their self-confidence related to problem solving. Lee surveyed these
teachers prior to the problem-solving workshop and classified their survey results as
representing nonproductive beliefs (i. e., the importance of computational skills, the need
for steps and procedures, problems can be solved quickly or not at all, and the right
answer is the most important thing) or productive (i. e., thinking and reasoning are more
important, solution processes are more important than answers, many ways may exist to
solve a problem, and real-world applications are important). As a result of an intensive
paired problem-solving staff development workshop Lee showed that experiencing
success in problem solving increased the productive nature of a teacher's beliefs about
problem solving.
Gooya (1992), in a study involving non-science undergraduate students at the
University of British Columbia, showed that beliefs about mathematics were related to
experiences in learning mathematics. The participating undergraduate students were
enrolled in a mathematics course where content was taught through problem solving.
The participants were surveyed at the beginning of the course to determine their beliefs
about the nature and purpose of mathematical problem solving. These undergraduates,
who were surveyed again at the conclusion of the course, evidenced a significant change
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in their beliefs, having come to see mathematical problem solving as a construction of
knowledge rather than an application of rules and procedures.
Emenaker (1993) conducted a similar study of pre-service elementary teachers
who participated in a mathematics course where they were taught mathematics through
problem solving. The teachers involved in Emenaker's study increased their
understanding of mathematics and gained confidence in problem solving. A comparison
between before and after measures of the beliefs these pre-service teachers held about
problem solving showed significant positive changes in their beliefs—problem solving
and understanding became significantly more important and relevant than memorization
and step-by-step procedures. Schram et al. (1988) conducted a similar study on preservice teachers with similar resulting changes in beliefs about the teaching and learning
of mathematics. A study by Fumer (1999) on modifying the beliefs of secondary preservice teachers through coursework based in problem solving showed results similar to
Emenaker's (1993) study on elementary teachers—work in mathematics as a problem
solving venture changed the pre-service teachers' beliefs bringing these beliefs more in
line with the recommendations from NCTM. In a study of in-service teachers, Holton,
Anderson, Thomas and Fletcher (1999) showed that in-service teachers can make
instructional changes that significantly alter students' problem solving achievement and
that this, in turn, alters practice further. In the study teachers changed their practices by
spending more time on problem solving, and participating in problem solving with their
students. The success of the students encouraged a change in beliefs about how to teach
problem solving. While these studies indicated a positive relationship between problem
solving experiences and beliefs, other studies have had different results.
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Other research suggested that having teachers experience problem solving did not
always change their beliefs toward problem solving. Experiencing problem solving first
hand may not be enough to engender a corresponding change in teachers' beliefs about
the importance of problem solving in the mathematics classroom. A 1994 study of 140
in-service and pre-service teachers by Schwartz and Riedesel produced mixed results.
The teachers in this study viewed videotaped vignettes of contrasting teaching methods
and indicated which of the vignettes were similar to their own teaching style. These
responses were compared with the teachers' responses to a survey designed to measure
the participants' problem-solving beliefs. The teachers who favored a problem-solving
view of mathematics strengthened their beliefs about the importance of problem solving
after working to increase their mathematical knowledge while those who viewed
mathematics as skill-and-procedure driven showed no appreciable change in these beliefs
even after the content work.
In a study conducted by a team of teacher-educators (Vacc, Bright, & Bowman,
1998), 19 teachers were involved over a 2-year period in a program focused on using
problem solving in instruction. In this study teachers attended professional development
workshops, participated in group discussions, were visited during mathematics
instruction once a month by a teacher-educator, and were provided with ongoing support.
In spite of the extent and duration of the program provided for these teachers, 12 teachers
showed no appreciable change in their beliefs about mathematical instruction. Instead,
they remained convinced that skills acquisition was the single primary goal of
mathematics instruction and that the teacher was the source of mathematical knowledge.
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Research on teacher attitudes toward problem solving has shown that
experiencing problem solving does not necessarily positively alter teacher attitudes
toward problem solving (Abell & Pizzini, 1992). This study started with a discussion
designed to get the participants to begin to question their own attitudes and beliefs about
the place of problem solving in learning. In a series of summer seminars these
participants experienced problem solving as a way of learning science content. The
teachers then had to develop and implement their own problem-solving content activities
and use these activities in their own classrooms. A 30-item attitude survey completed by
the participants before and after treatment showed no significant difference due to the
treatment. (Although conducted on science teachers, the procedures and definitions
indicate a close enough connection for this study to be included in this review).
As these studies showed, the relationships between mathematical content
understanding and the beliefs and attitudes about problem solving in mathematics were
not clearly defined. The inconsistency of the results has indicated that experiencing
problem solving does not necessarily alter teachers' beliefs or attitudes toward problem
solving. This seemed to raise questions about how these variables are related. Taken
together these studies have shown some pair-wise relationships between teachers'
attitudes toward problem solving, beliefs about problem solving, and teachers'
instructional practices. However, none has directly studied how teachers' attitudes
toward problem solving, beliefs about problem solving, and abilities to solve problems
may be interrelated.
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Indicators from the Research
The research that has been done on teachers' attitudes has concentrated on
characterizing these attitudes as they relate to mathematics in general and on identifying
how these attitudes affected teaching practice related to mathematics. This previously
completed research on teachers' attitudes used surveys and questionnaires as the main
instruments for gathering data. Only a portion of each research instrument related to
teachers' attitudes toward problem solving in mathematics.
In the studies on attitudes conducted by Karp (1991) and by Lacefield (1999) the
chief indicators of attitudes in the surveys used in these studies were related to teachers'
expressions of feelings and emotions. As in other research, these surveys focused on
feelings about mathematics and about teaching mathematics instead of focusing on
problem solving. These instruments asked teachers about their feelings using such
indicators as: working with numbers/problems is fun, I enjoy teaching mathematics, I feel
anxious when I do mathematics, I feel nervous when I teach mathematics, I am afraid to
do word problems, and I never get tired of working with numbers. While these
instruments did gather data on attitudes or on beliefs, none of them was directed at
problem solving.
Those indicators in the instruments used by Karp and Lacefield were similar to a
survey, focused on problem solving, that was developed by Whitaker in 1976. Whitaker
developed his survey that dealt more specifically with problem solving while working for
the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning on a funded
project under the direction of Thomas Romberg. The teacher portion of this survey has
forty items which deal with teachers feelings about problem solving and about teaching
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problem solving. The indicators in Whitaker's survey are similar to the ones used by
Karp and Lacefield and accepted as valid for their purposes but Whitaker's questions
relate to problem solving in particular rather than to mathematics in general.
Many of the studies of teachers' beliefs (Anderson, 1988; Brosnan et al., 1996;
Futch, 1996; Nathan & Koedinger, 2000; Raymond, 1997; Zambo, 1996) also used
surveys or questionnaires to collect data. Within these instruments the indicators that
related to problem solving included such things as: answers are more important than
processes, students must master computational skills before they can solve problems, the
teacher has to be in charge of the learning, students can learn to solve problems,
spending time on problem solving is wasteful, and I can solve problems that take more
than a few minutes to solve. Other indicators in these surveys related to mathematics in
general rather than to problem solving in particular.
Raymond (1997) whose study focused more on problem solving used the Indiana
Mathematics Beliefs Scale developed by Kloosterman and Stage (1992). Although not
indicated by the title, this survey about beliefs is specifically focused on problem solving.
Kloosterman and Stage developed this scale using the same format as the FennemaSherman scales which have been widely used to measure beliefs about mathematics. The
Kloosterman and Stage scale has 30 items every one of which is related directly to
problem solving. These items are in groups of six with each group of six considered
reflective of one of the five beliefs that Kloosterman and Stage sought to measure. These
five beliefs are similar to those listed above that were used in studies of beliefs and
mathematics. However, the beliefs in the Kloosterman and Stage survey are focused on
beliefs about problem solving.
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The similarities between the indicators for attitudes and for beliefs that were
measured in the research studies described in this review and those indicators for
attitudes and beliefs contained in the instruments developed by Whitaker (1982) and by
Kloosterman and Stage (1992) attest to the appropriateness of these two instruments in
the study conducted by this researcher.
Research Recommendations
Schoenfeld (1989) pointed out that teaching a problem-solving curriculum would
be hard—teachers would need to be retrained, and educators would need to invest time
and energy into the process. If current praxis needed to change in order to make better
problem solvers of our students, the next question was one of how to change it. To find
appropriate measures, Silver (1985) suggested research that was based on naturalistic
methodologies using both qualitative and quantitative techniques and that this research be
conducted with teachers as the focus. Most importantly, he concluded that this research
should be conducted as teaching experiments that consider the teacher to be a variable
and a part of the instructional design and that observation of affective, cognitive, and
metacognitive behaviors be a major component of this research. Grouws (1985)
recommended using classroom observation, questionnaires, and self-report data within
case studies to study the teacher's role in modeling problem solving for students.
Summary
These findings, when taken together, suggested that there was indeed a need to
study attitudes and beliefs as separate characteristics. They also suggested that study was
needed on the link between teachers' knowledge, teachers' attitudes, and teachers' beliefs
about problem solving and the resultant methods and curricular emphases in their
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classrooms. It was not enough to know that the attitudes teachers have toward problem
solving, beliefs teachers hold about problem solving, or abilities in problem solving
possessed by teachers impacted instruction and therefore impacted students. Research
was needed to examine the nature of the connections among these variables in the
teachers themselves.

While research has shown some success in changing the attitudes

and beliefs that teachers hold about problem solving, none of the research has studied
how teachers' problem-solving abilities, teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and
teachers' attitudes about problem solving may be interrelated.
The mixed results in the existing studies indicated that the relationships among
teachers' attitudes toward problem solving, teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and
teachers' abilities to solve problems were not simple. This relationship needed to be
better understood at all levels of mathematics instruction. However, this relationship
was, and is, more critical in the early grades.
Teachers in grades K-5 are expected, in Georgia at least, to teach all content
areas including mathematics within which these problem solving objectives are imbedded
(see Table 1). Until recently, professional development for certification at this level
frequently required the completion of only one mathematics course. In contrast, the
professional development for certification for grades 6-12 required pre-service teachers to
select a major field in which several content courses had to be completed. Since "it is
during these early [elementary] years that young students lay down those habits of
reasoning upon which later achievement in mathematics will crucially depend" (Kessel et
al., 2001, p. 55) it has become important to study in-service teachers (who may have had
only one mathematics course) and problem solving at the elementary level.
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Table
Georgia Quality Core Curriculum Problem-Solving Content Objectives K-5

Grade
Level

QCC

Standard

K

23

Models, acts out, or uses pictures to solve simple problems.

24

Explores one-step word problems related to all appropriate kindergarten
objectives.

32

Sequences numbers and points on a number line and determines missing
numerals (0 through 20).

33

Organizes elements of sets according to characteristics such as use, size,
and shape.

34

Interprets data by reading bar graphs and pictographs using whole unit
data.

35

Constructs simple graphs using concrete objects such as blocks and
squares.

36 *

Solves one- and two-step word problems related to appropriate first-grade
objectives. Includes oral and written problems with extraneous
information, as well as information from sources such as bar graphs and
pictographs.

Second 29 *
Grade

Recognizes in a problem solving situation that addition reflects combining
elements of sets and that subtraction reflects taking away or comparing
elements of sets.

First
Grade

Third
Grade

30 *

Employs problem solving strategies such as draw a picture, guess and
check, and make a chart.

31 *

Solves one- and two-step word problems related to appropriate secondgrade objectives. Includes oral and written problems and problems with
extraneous information as well as information from sources such as bar
graphs and pictographs.

32

Constructs and interprets simple bar graphs and pictographs with up to
five columns using whole unit data.

33

Identifies information needed to solve a given problem.

34

Selects appropriate operation (addition, subtraction, or multiplication) for
a given problem situation.
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Table 1 (continued)
Georgia Quality Core Curriculum Problem-Solving Content Objectives K-5

Grade
Level

QCC

Standard

Third
Grade
(cont.)

35 *

Employs problem-solving strategies (e.g. draw a picture; make a chart,
graph, or table; guess and check; look for a pattern).

36 *

Solves one- and two-step word problems related to appropriate third
grade objectives. Includes oral and written problems and problems with
extraneous information as well as information from sources such as
pictographs, bar graphs, tables, and charts.

20

Selects the appropriate operation(s) for a given word problem.

21 *

Solves simple problems (including those involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of whole numbers and money).

22 *

Solves one-, two-, or three-step word problems related to all appropriate
fourth grade objectives including those presented orally and in writing;
those in charts, tables, and graphs; and those with extraneous or
insufficient information.

23

Employs problem-solving strategies (e.g., make a chart, graph, or table;
make an organized list; guess and check; make a simple problem; look
for a pattern; draw a picture; or work backwards).

22 *

Identifies needed information and selects the steps necessary to solve
multi-step word problems.

23 *

Solves one-, two-, and three-step word problems related to all
appropriate fifth grade objectives including those presented orally and in
writing: those in charts, tables, and graphs; and those with extraneous or
insufficient information.

24

Selects and uses appropriate strategies for solving problems (e.g., look
for a pattern, guess and check, make an organized list, simplify the
problem, work backwards).

25

Predicts measurement by using strategies such as walking off and rough
comparison.

26

Given a situation, chooses the most appropriate method of computation
(mental computation, paper and pencil, or calculator).

Fourth
Grade

Fifth
Grade

Note: * indicates benchmarks

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The attitudes that teachers hold toward problem solving, the beliefs that teachers
have about problem solving, the abilities teachers have to solve problems, and the
relationships among these teacher characteristics were studied using a combination of
quantitative and qualitative techniques. The participants were elementary mathematics
teachers from grades three, four, and five in the three elementary schools in a small, rural
county in Georgia. Quantitative data about attitudes and beliefs were gathered from selfreporting surveys. Problem-solving ability was quantitatively measured through a
problem-solving activity. Quantitative data were statistically analyzed for correlational
strength and direction. Additional information about attitudes and beliefs was gathered
through interviews with selected participants. The questions that the study sought to
answer, the participants, the research design, the instruments, and the methods of data
analysis follow.
Research Questions
This research sought answers to the following questions relative to problem
solving and mathematics education in the elementary schools in this small, rural county
in Georgia.
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1. What attitudes do mathematics teachers in grades three through five in this small,
rural county in Georgia have toward mathematical problem solving?
2. What beliefs do mathematics teachers in grades three through five in this small, rural
county in Georgia have about mathematical problem solving?
3. What abilities do teachers in grades three through five in this small, rural county in
Georgia have in mathematical problem solving?
4. Are there significant differences in the attitudes toward mathematical problem
solving, the beliefs about mathematical problem solving, or the mathematical
problem-solving abilities of the teachers by grade?
5. Is there a relationship among attitudes toward, beliefs about, and abilities in
mathematical problem solving for teachers in grades three through five in this small
rural county in Georgia?
County Demographics
This study took place in this researcher's county. This county has a population of
about 17,000 and is primarily agricultural. While the state has, over the last 10 years,
experienced a 25% growth in population this county has experienced no growth in
population. The current population of the county is about 56% African-American, 42%
non-Hispanic Caucasian, with less than 2% in all other categories combined. Only 60%
of the county's population (compared with 80% for the state) are high school graduates
with only 10% (24% for the state) having bachelor's degrees or higher. The average
yearly per-capita income in the county is $13,500 while that in the state is $21,000.
There is no metro area in the county and 23% of the population (13% statewide) lives
under the poverty level (United States Census Bureau, 2002).
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Participants
The participants in the study were elementary mathematics teachers in grades
three through five in the three elementary schools in the researcher's county. All such
teachers were offered the opportunity to participate in this study (see Appendix A). The
teachers who were willing to participate in the study formed a convenience sample for
this study. A relationship of trust had been built between these teachers and this
researcher through a recent major system-wide project for which this researcher served as
facilitator. Because of this existing trust, this researcher expected that from 80-100% of
these teachers would be willing to participate in this study. Even though the support and
permission of the principals of these three elementary schools was secured in advance,
one principal did not follow through with complete cooperation. Because of this and due
to time constraints and other commitments on the after-school time of these teachers, the
participation was only about 48%. A breakdown of the number of teachers in each
category in each elementary school and the number who participated is given in Table 2.
Table 2
Breakdown of Participants by Grade

School Grade 3

A
B
C
Totals

Possible

Actual

7
6
8
21

3
5
4
12

Grade 4

Possible
6
7
3
16

Grade 5

Actual

Possible

Actual

3
2
0
5

3
3
3
9

2
2
1
5
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According to the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum Standards students in grade
three are expected not only to solve a problem but also, for the first time, to select a
strategy for doing so. These state curricular standards expect students in grades four and
five to continue to select strategies and the set of strategies from which to select expands
in the fourth and again in the fifth grade. This continued emphasis on student selection of
strategy and the increasing number of available strategies in each grade made it important
to gather grade-specific data. Other demographic data gathered as part of the study
further described the participants by gender, educational experience, educational degree,
membership in professional organizations, sources of professional growth, years of
teaching experience, and number of mathematics courses taken as part of the teacher's
professional development. This information is presented in the description of the
participants found in Chapter IV.
Research Design
Since mixed methods studies have been recognized as a means of overcoming
some of the limitations of single-method studies (Greene & McClintock, 1991) this study
combined qualitative and quantitative measures. Quantitative measures were used to
create scores for three variables: (a) teachers' attitudes toward problem solving, (b)
teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and (c) teachers' abilities to solve problems.
Studies like that of Miller (1996) indicated that teachers' beliefs about problem solving
were different in and out of the classroom. Other studies (e. g., Ensor, 1998; Futch, 1996;
Raymond, 1997) showed that the teachers' expressed beliefs did not necessarily reflect
the beliefs evidenced in their classrooms. Because of the results of these studies this
researcher wanted more information about teachers' beliefs than a quantitative score
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could provide.

Interviews of four participants, selected based on their quantitative

scores, provided additional qualitative information about attitudes toward problem
solving and beliefs about problem solving and helped this researcher to better understand
the complex nature of these variables and the possible connections between them.
Instruments
There were two quantitative instruments used in this study: a two-part survey and
a problem-solving activity. Both gathered data that were quantitatively analyzed as part
of the study. The two-part survey resulted in two scores for each participant: an attitude
score which quantified the participant's attitude toward problem solving, and a beliefs
score which quantified the participant's beliefs toward problem solving. The problemsolving activity resulted in a quantitative problem-solving ability score for each
participant. These scores were used as quantitative measures for answering each of the
research questions.
To gather additional information, four participants were selected to be
interviewed. The interviews were expected to be valuable for "verification, emendation,
and extension of information obtained from [these] other sources" (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, p. 268)—the two-part survey and the problem-solving activity. These interviewees
were selected based on their attitude, belief, and problem-solving ability scores.
The Survey
The two-part survey was designed to quantify teachers' attitudes and beliefs about
problem solving. Attitude, as a predisposition encompassing like or dislike, interest,
anxiety, confidence, and responses to an object (Allport, 1935; Green, 1959; McLeod,
1992; Romberg & Wilson, 1969; Thompson, 1992), was measured by the Mathematical
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Problem Solving Attitude Scale developed by Whitaker (1976). Belief—the collection ot
cognitive concepts that developed gradually and which hold varying degrees of influence
over one's actions (Abelson, 1979; Emenaker, 1993; Ensor, 1998; McLeod, 1992;
Thompson, 1992)—was measured by the Kloosterman and Stage (1992) Indiana
Mathematics Beliefs Scale.
Each of the two components of the survey used self-reported data. Part 1 of the
survey—designed to measure attitudes about problem solving—was developed by
Whitaker (1976) for the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive
Learning originally as part of his dissertation. The survey evolved as part of a larger on¬
going study of problem solving that was under the direction of Dr. Thomas Romberg—
the director of the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning.
(Dr. Romberg, from 1996-1999, was the director of the National Center for Improving
Student Learning and Achievement in Mathematics and Science). The survey was
subsequently published as the Whitaker Mathematical Problem Solving Attitude Scale
(1982) during Dr. Whitaker's tenure at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.
Cronbach's Alpha for the scale was computed to be 0.88 (Whitaker, 1982). This survey
was chosen because its items were similar in wording to those used in studies by Karp
(1991) and by Lacefield (1999) which had measured teachers' attitudes. Whitaker's
survey, while using similarly worded items, focused these items on teachers' attitudes
about problem solving. Karp's and Lacefield's, in contrast, were focused on teachers'
attitudes toward mathematics in general. This similarity of wording with a focus on
problem solving made Whitaker's survey an appropriate instrument for this research.
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This survey had separate components for elementary students, for middle grades
students, and for teachers. The section designed for teachers (see Appendix B) was used,
with the author's permission (see Appendix C), in this study. The survey consisted of 40
items in a modified Likert format. Thirty-one of these items assessed a teacher's
reactions (personal feelings) to problem solving and to the frustration or anxiety the
teacher experienced when solving problems and related to feelings of liking or disliking
word problems—working with mathematics problems is/wn, I stick with a problem until I
solve it—and to feelings of ability and confidence—taking a chance is okay when doing
mathematics problems, I am nervous when doing word problems. The remaining items
assessed the teacher's feelings about teaching (teaching feelings) problem solving skills
and processes and explored feelings related to liking or disliking teaching—I encourage
my students in problem solving—and those feelings of ability and confidence—I feel
unable to think clearly when I do mathematics problems. Together these 40 items
measured a teacher's attitude toward problem solving in mathematics (Whitaker, 1982).
The five possible responses for each item ranged from "really agree" to "really
disagree" or from "always" to "never". Each response was assigned a score from 1 to 5
with 1 associated with the least favorable response and 5 with the most favorable. For
the questions whose wording indicated a positive attitude—one that agreed with NCTM's
position toward problem solving—5 corresponded with "really agree" or "always". For
those questions that, by the same measure, indicated a negative attitude toward problem
solving, 1 corresponded to "really agree" or "always". The scores for the 40 items were
summed to give a total attitude score for each participant with 200 representing the most
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favorable attitude and 40 the least. The categories and the survey items that fit into each
category are given in Table 3.
Table 3
Attitude Indicators and the Whitaker Survey

Attitude
Indicators

Item Number-—Personal
Negative

Positive

Like, Dislike

2, 4, 9,21,22

3,5, 8, 10, 14

Interest

25,27, 28,33,
35

17, 26, 29,30,
31

Anxiety

15, 16, 19, 23

6, 11,39

Confidence
Miscellaneous

Item Number—Teaching
Negative

7, 12, 13, 18

34, 36, 37
1

Positive

20, 24, 32
38, 40

Part 2 of the survey was The Indiana Mathematics Beliefs Scale developed by
Kloosterman and Stage (1992) specifically to measure beliefs held by pre-service
elementary teachers about problem solving. This instrument was chosen because its
items measured beliefs such as: answers are more important than processes, students
must master computational skills before they can solve problems, the teacher has to be in
charge of the learning, students can learn to solve problems, spending time on problem
solving is wasteful, I can solve problems that take more than a few minutes to solve.
In developing the scale for each belief "the reliability procedure provided the
inter-item correlation, the squared multiple correlation, and the internal consistency
reliability (Cronbach's a) for each scale" (p. 111). This instrument was constructed and
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validated to measure five beliefs scales (Cronbach's a for each is given in parentheses)
about mathematical problem solving: (a) Scale One—I can solve time-consuming
mathematics problems (0.77); (b) Scale Two—there are word problems that cannot be
solved with simple, step-by-step procedures (0.67); (c) Scale Three—understanding
concepts is important in mathematics (0.76); (d) Scale Four—word problems are
important in mathematics (0.54); and (e) Scale Five—effort can increase mathematical
ability (0.84). This 30-item survey, used with permission of the authors (see Appendix
C), uses a Likert scale with responses ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly
disagree". Each item on each scale has been identified as positive or negative by the
authors (see Table 4).
Table 4
Items Associated with each Scale on Kloosterman and Stage Survey

Beliefs Scales

Item Number
Negative

Positive

Time-consuming problems worthwhile

4,8, 12

16, 18,28

Problem-solving not always step-by-step

3, 22, 26

7, 20, 24

Important to understand a problem

2, 15, 19

11, 13,23

21,25,30

6, 10, 29

Word problems are important
Effort pays

1,5,9, 14, 17,27

Each of the 6 items from each belief scale was scored by assigning a 1 to the least
positive response and a 5 to the most positive response. The scores for the 30 items were
summed to give a total attitude score for each participant with 150 representing the most
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favorable beliefs and 30 the least. Because its wording was patterned similarly to the
wording used in other studies (e. g., Anderson, 1998; Brosnan et al., 1996; Futch, 1996;
Nathan & Koedinger, 2000; Raymond, 1997; Zambo, 1994) related to teachers' beliefs
and because its items related exclusively to beliefs about problem solving, the
Kloosterman and Stage survey was chosen for this research.
The authors recommended that the 30 items in the 5 scales be randomly
distributed through a single questionnaire with no items from the same scale appearing
consecutively. This recommendation was heeded in the administered version of the
survey (see Appendix D). The authors also recognized the potential for confusion over
the term "word problem" and recommend using the scale only in situations where the
term had been explained to the respondents in advance. In light of Funkhouser's (1993)
findings that teachers have varying definitions of problem solving, both these terms—
"word problem" and "problem solving"—were defined on the first page of each part of
the survey instrument.
The Problem-Solving Activity
The problem-solving activity contained 15 problems with the first 10 of those
problems given in multiple-choice or short-answer format and the last 5 as free-response.
Each of the 15 problems is on a different page (see Appendix E). Participants were asked
to show any and all work on the paper with each question.
The 10 multiple-choice or short answer questions are a subset of the 20 problems
on a test of problem solving developed for fourth-grade students by Diane Weame.
Weame (1973) developed the test as a "measure of problem solving [to be included] as
one component of the terminal accountability tests" (p. 28) under the Analysis of
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Mathematics Instruction Project Staff at the Wisconsin Research and Development
Center for Cognitive Learning. According to Weame the questions included in the test
were piloted, reviewed, revised, and subjected to both a Hoyt procedure (estimate 0.84)
and a generalized KR-20 (0.79). The test was administered to test groups of fourth grade
students and further analyzed for reliability. The final version of the test was approved as
a valid assessment of problem-solving ability at the fourth-grade level. This final version
has twenty problems from which ten were excerpted, with the permission of the author
(see Appendix C), for use as the multiple-choice and short answer (questions 1-10)
problems on the problem-solving activity for this research project.
The participants in this study (in this Georgia county) were teachers from grades
three through five and, as such, were commonly expected to teach mathematics on grade
level, below grade level—as remediation—and above grade level—as enrichment. This
means each teacher in the study should be able to teach mathematics on the fourth grade
level. Georgia's QCC's (GADOE, 2002) for 4lh grade mathematics include problemsolving skills (see Table 1) making this set of problems appropriate for use with these
teachers. Each of the multiple-choice and short answer problems were scored as right (2
points) or wrong (0 points) making the short-answer score range from 0 to 20.
The 5 free-response (items 11-15) questions (see Appendix E) were taken from
Musser's and Burger's (1994) Mathematics for Elementary Teachers. Each of the
problems taken from the text is associated, by the authors, with a given problem-solving
strategy. Four of the five problems chosen from this text for use in this research were
associated with appropriate problem-solving strategies from among the strategies
mandated by the Georgia Department of Education's Quality Core Curriculum Standards
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(QCCS) for mathematics in grades K-5. These strategies include: guess and check; make
an organized list; work backwards; and make a chart, graph, or table. Problem number
14 from the problem-solving activity could also have been solved using a system of
algebraic equations if the participant had these skills. Table 5 gives the recommended
strategy for each problem along with information about where the strategy is first
mentioned in the Georgia QCC's (GADOE, 2002).
Table 5
Free-Response Problems

Problem
Number

Location in Text
(Musser and Burger,
1994)

Expected Strategy

First Mention of
Strategy in
QCCS

11

p. 15, #16

Guess and Check (GC)

Grade 2

12

p. 28, #15

Make and Organized List (OL)

Grade 4

13

p. 278, #17

Working Backwards (WB)

Grade 4

14

p. 16, #22

Guess and Check or Other
(Algebraic System of Equations)

Grade 2

15

p. 16, #23

Make a Chart, Graph, or Table
(CGT)

Grade 3

Each of these free response items (last 5 problems) was given a score of 0 (no
effort) to 4 (correct process and correct solution) using the Focused Holistic Scoring
Point Scale scoring rubric (see Appendix F) from Charles, Lester, and O'Daffer (1987).
The scores for each of these five problems were totaled to give the free-response score
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for each participant. Each participant's short answer score and free-response score were
added to give the total problem solving score.
To assure the validity of the scores on the free response items each response to
each problem was scored twice—once by this researcher and once by a colleague. This
researcher and the colleague who scored these five items practiced using the Charles et
al. (1987) rubric in a pilot designed for this purpose. Twenty-eight Algebra II students
were given copies of these five free-response questions that were part of the Problem
Solving Activity and asked to do their very best on each problem. They were instructed
not to erase any of their work. Once the students' sets of problems were collected, five
students' problem sets were selected at random and duplicated so that this researcher had
a copy of each student's work and the researcher's colleague had a duplicate copy of
each. This researcher and colleague applied the Focused Holistic Scoring Point Scale
scoring rubric to each student's response to the first problem discussing the application of
the scoring rubric to each student's response to the problem. This process was repeated
for each of the five problems in each set of student papers. An additional random set of
five students' papers was selected and duplicated and this researcher and colleague
individually scored each response, then compared the scoring on each problem and
continued to the next problem. In a third round, five more sets were selected at random,
duplicated, and scored by this researcher and colleague independently. Comparisons
between the scoring on each set of students' papers were made after each scorer
completed the entire set of five problems. A final set of 5 students' papers were selected
at random, duplicated and again scored independently. On this round the total scores for
each student—one score from this researcher and one from the colleague—were
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compared and found to differ by one for one set and by two for a second set. In each case
where there was difference in the overall score, this researcher and the colleague were
able, with brief discussion, to resolve these differences in the scores. This same process
of scoring each set of five problems and then discussing the differences in scores was
used to score the participants' responses for the free-response items.
The Interview
The findings of Miller (1996) indicated that teacher beliefs were different
depending on the context: beliefs expressed when discussing problem solving, beliefs
evidenced when solving problems, and beliefs governing teaching practices. A study by
Ernest (1989) showed that teacher beliefs about mathematics can be separated into three
categories: those related to mathematics as an accumulation of facts and procedures,
those related to mathematics as a fixed and unchanging body of knowledge, and those
related to mathematics as the natural outgrowth of solving problems. These studies
indicated a need for deeper insight into teacher beliefs than could be gotten from a
survey. This researcher chose to interview four participants to reveal more about their
beliefs.
The interviews with selected participants followed the Interview Guide (see
Appendix G) and were intended to reveal additional information about a teacher's
attitudes toward problem solving and beliefs about problem solving. Each interview was
conducted after school at the convenience of the participant and in the participant's
classroom and was audio-taped.
The first three items in the Interview Guide were those used by Anderson (1996)
in her work with teachers and their beliefs. Some slight changes in spelling and word
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choice were made to Anderson's questions to reflect the spelling and language structure
more customary in the researcher's study area. Anderson's Teacher Belief Survey
consisted of 7 questions, 4 of which were related to demographics. The remaining three
open-ended interview questions were used here, with permission of the author (see
Appendix C), as the first three interview questions for this research. A fourth question
was added based on the results of Anderson's study which indicated that additional
information was needed about actual problem solving lessons that her participants had
used in their classrooms. This researcher added two additional questions to give the
interviewees additional opportunities to express their beliefs and attitudes.
Each of the first two questions presented the interviewee with "two perspectives
on the role of problem solving in learning mathematics ... [and the interviewee was]
required ... to comment on each scenario giving reasons why they prefer a particular
approach to teaching" (p. 4). The third asked for a description of a recent problemsolving lesson that the interviewee had used in his or her classroom. The fourth question
asked the participating teacher to write down his or her two favorite problems that the
teacher had used in the classroom.
Procedures
Once the research design was approved (see Appendix H) the principals at each
elementary school (see Appendix I) gave this researcher permission to meet with the
grades 3-5 mathematics teachers at each school to discuss the research and distribute the
survey instruments to these teachers. At this meeting the researcher emphasized that
participation was voluntary and all responses could and should be honest ones and would
be treated with the utmost of confidentiality and that no one other than the researcher
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would have access to individual responses. Each teacher present was offered a copy of
the two-part survey instrument and asked to individually and very honestly respond to
this survey which gathered information related to the teacher's attitudes toward problem
solving and the teacher's beliefs about problem solving. Teachers were given the option
of completing the survey then or of taking the survey with them to complete by the date
set at their school for the second part of the study. About half the participants completed
their surveys at that time and about half completed them on their own time.
On the date for the second part of the study this researcher met at that school with
the participants from that school, collected the completed surveys, conducted the
problem-solving activity, and gathered the demographic information on the participants
(see Appendix J). At this second meeting teachers spent about 45 minutes completing the
Problem-Solving Activity. Attendance at this meeting and completion of the survey,
demographic information form, and problem-solving activity was considered, in
accordance with the Institutional Review Board (see Appendix H), the participant's
permission to use the data in the study. Each participant was identified by a code that
protected their anonymity.
Each participant's responses to the survey items were entered into a database
along with the scores for each problem on the problem-solving activity. The problemsolving strategy used on each free response item from the problem solving activity was
also entered into the database. After the completion of the two-part survey and the
problem-solving activity, the results were recorded and examined. Four participants were
selected, on the basis of these scores, to be interviewed. Table 6 gives the criteria used to
select the interviewees.
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Interviews were conducted with the selected participants who each were willing
to be interviewed. The interviewees chose the location and time of day for the interview.
This researcher made every effort to make the interviewee feel valuable to the research
and comfortable in responding honestly to the interview questions. Each interview was
completed in a single session lasting about 90 minutes and was audio-taped. The
interviews added additional information useful for answering the research questions
related to teachers' attitudes toward problem solving and beliefs about problem solving.
Table 6
Categories for Interviewee Selection

Participant

Attitude score

Belief score

Problem-solving score

NBD

High

High

High

NCB

High

High

Low

NCA

Low

Low

High

NAJ

Low

Low

Low

Data Analysis
After all data were collected, they were organized and analyzed to answer the
research questions. The analysis combined descriptive and inferential statistics. The
data-analysis tools from Microsoft Excel were used to perform the statistical tests and
analyses on the quantitative data.
Each participant's response to each item on the survey was recorded and an
attitude score for each participant was computed and recorded. Responses for the beliefs
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survey were recorded and a belief score was computed and recorded for each participant.
Each item from each part of the survey was analyzed to determine the percentage of
participants who selected each of the possible responses for that item, the mean score for
the item, and the standard deviation of the responses to the item.
Each participant's score on each of the first 10 short answer items on the problemsolving activity was recorded along with the short-answer score for each participant.
Each participant's score (0 to 4) on each of the remaining 5 free-response items on the
problem-solving activity was also entered into the database. These five scores were
added to give the free-response score for each participant. The total problem-solving
ability score for each participant was computed by adding the short-answer score and the
free-response score for each participant. Each item from the short answer portion of the
problem-solving activity was analyzed to determine the percentage of participants who
responded correctly and the percentage who responded incorrectly. Each item from the
free-response portion of the problem-solving activity was examined and the percentage of
participants receiving each score (0-4) was computed.
Each response from the free-response portion was also analyzed to determine the
problem-solving strategy employed by each participant. The method used as evidenced
in the participant's work (guess-and-check; make an organized list; working backwards;
make a chart, graph, or table; or other) and as determined by this researcher and this
researcher's colleague was also recorded. The percentage of participants choosing each
strategy was computed for each problem.
To quantitatively characterize the overall attitudes of mathematics teachers in
grades three through five (Research Question 1) the total attitude scores were examined
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and the mean, median, and standard deviation for this variable were computed and
recorded. To quantitatively characterize the overall beliefs of mathematics teachers in
grades three through five (Research Question 2) the total belief scores were examined
and the mean, median, and standard deviation for this variable was also computed. To
quantitatively characterize the overall problem-solving abilities of mathematics teachers
in grades three through five (Research Question 3) the short answer scores, the freeresponse scores, and total problem-solving scores, were examined and the mean, median,
and standard deviation for each of these variables were computed and recorded.
A series of one-way ANOVAs were performed on the attitude scores of the
participants, on the belief scores of the participants, and on the total problem-solving
ability scores of the participants to determine what significant differences existed in each
variable for the different grades (Research Question 4). A post-hoc analysis (TukeyKramer) was used to determine where these significant differences were.
To analyze what correlations might exist among attitudes toward problem solving,
beliefs about problem solving, and problem-solving abilities (Research Question 5),
Pearson r correlation coefficients were calculated.
The interview data were examined for comments about attitudes toward problem
solving and beliefs about problem solving. These responses were used with the
quantitative results from the surveys to increase the understanding of participants'
attitudes toward and beliefs about problem solving in mathematics.

Interview items 3, 4,

5, and 6 provided additional information related to the participants' attitudes toward
problem solving (Research Question 1). The responses to interview items 1, 2, 3, and 5
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provided additional information relevant to the participants' beliefs about problem
solving (Research Question 2).
Summary
The participants in this study were all mathematics teachers from grades three,
four, and five in the three elementary schools in a small, rural county in Georgia. The
attitudes that teachers had toward problem solving, the beliefs that teachers had about
problem solving, and the abilities that teachers had to solve problems were quantified
using a two-part survey and a 15 question problem-solving activity. Interviews with four
selected participants added qualitative data to this quantitative data.
The quantitative data were gathered in two meetings held at each school with this
researcher and the participants from that school. The means and standard deviations of
the attitude scores, belief scores, and problem-solving ability scores were computed and
used to characterize the attitudes toward problem solving, the beliefs about problem
solving, and the problem-solving abilities of the participants. A series of one-way
ANOVAs were performed on each set of scores to determine any significant differences
for the grades and correlations among the scores were computed. The results of the
analyses of the scores from the survey and problem-solving activity were used to select
four participants to be subsequently interviewed.
The interview responses helped to further clarify the attitudes and beliefs of the
participants and gave additional understanding of the attitudes and the beliefs of the
participants.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this study was to determine the attitudes that elementary teachers
of grades three, four, and five hold toward mathematical problem solving, the beliefs that
these teachers have about mathematical problem solving, the abilities these teachers have
to solve mathematical problems, and the relationships among these characteristics. The
study was conducted in a small, rural county in Georgia and participants were limited to
teachers of grades three, four, and five in the three elementary schools in this county. All
teachers in this category were invited to participate in the study with the opportunity to
withdraw from the study at any point.
Teacher attitudes were quantified using the Whitaker Mathematical Problem
Solving Attitude Scale (1982). Their beliefs were quantified by The Indiana Mathematics
Beliefs Scale developed by Kloosterman and Stage (1992). Problem-solving abilities
were quantified by a combination of short-answer and free-response problems in an
activity compiled by this researcher. The short answer problems were a subset of those
problems developed for fourth grade students by Weame (1973) and the free-response
problems were selected by this researcher from Musser's and Burger's (1994)
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers.
In addition to the quantitative measures of attitude, belief, and problem-solving
ability, four teachers were subsequently interviewed. The four were chosen by
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examining their scores on the attitude and belief instruments and comparing those two
scores with the problem-solving ability score. One teacher, NBD, was chosen for her
high attitude score, high belief score, and high score on the problem-solving activity; one,
NCB, for her high attitude score, high belief score, and low score on the problem-solving
activity; one, NCA, for her low attitude score, low belief score, and high score on the
problem-solving activity; and the final one, NAJ, for low attitude and belief scores and
low score on the problem-solving activity.
In answer to the research questions related to characterizing each of the three
variables—teachers' attitudes toward mathematical problem solving, teachers' beliefs
about mathematical problem solving, and teachers' mathematical problem-solving
abilities—this chapter presents descriptive data merged with participant's responses from
the interviews. The quantitative data is presented by instrument for each grade.
Comparative analyses of attitude, belief, and problem-solving ability scores were used to
answer the remaining research questions related to interrelationships among the variables
and whether significant differences existed among the grades.
Participants
Participation in this study was voluntary and limited to those teachers of grades
three, four, and five in the elementary schools in this small, rural Georgia county. This
researcher met with those participants from each school at that school on two occasions
to gather the data for this study. A total of 22 teachers completed all the instruments—
the two-part survey and the problem-solving ability activity. The participants varied in
age, teaching experience, and educational background. Their teaching experience varied
from 1 year to 29 years with a mean of 11.6 years (SD = 10.5). Of the 22 participants 2
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had master's degrees while the rest held bachelor's degrees. With only one exception—
who had 13 math classes in college—all the participants had between one and six
mathematics content and pedagogy courses in college. There were seven 21-30 year
olds, six 31-40 year olds, five 41-50 year olds, and 4 participants over the age of 50.
There are only a few male elementary teachers in this county and only one was willing to
participate in the study.
Data Analysis
Research Question 1: What attitudes do mathematics teachers in grades three through
five in this small, rural county in Georgia have toward mathematical problem solving?
Here attitude was taken to mean a predisposition encompassing like or dislike,
interest, anxiety, confidence, and responses to an object (Allport, 1935; Green, 1959;
McLeod, 1992; Romberg & Wilson, 1969; Thompson, 1992). To answer this research
question each participant was asked to complete the attitude survey (see Appendix B).
Each response was assigned a numeric value from 1 to 5 with 1 associated with the least
favorable response and 5 with the most favorable. For the questions whose wording
indicated a positive attitude—one that agreed with The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM)'s position toward problem solving—5 corresponded with "really
agree" or "always". For those questions that, by the same measure, indicated a negative
attitude toward problem solving, 1 corresponded to "really agree" or "always".
The scores for the 40 items were summed to give a total attitude score for each
participant. The lowest possible score was 40 (indicating a totally negative attitude) and
the highest possible score was 200 (indicating a totally positive attitude). The
participants' scores ranged from a low of 118 to a high of 187 with a mean of 152.4 and a
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standard deviation of 18.9. With one exception (which missed by only 2 points), the
participants' scores fell into the upper half (between 120 and 200) of this potential range.
The positive and negative items fell into two sub-categories—those related to the
personal feelings of the participant and those related to the teaching feelings of the
participant.

For convenience of reporting the two types of responses to the survey

questions ("Really Agree" to "Really Disagree" and "Always" to "Never") have been
combined as follows: Really Agree/Always (RA/A), Agree/Usually (A/U), Can't
Decide/Sometimes (CD/S), Disagree/Seldom (D/S), Really Disagree/Never (RD/N). The
responses to the positive items were grouped by category (personal feelings or teaching
feelings) and are summarized in Table 7.
Totaling the "Really Agree/Always" (RA/A) and the "Agree/Usually" (A/U)
percentages for "Challenged by problems not immediately solved" (Item 5)—77.3%—
and those for "Making a mistake okay" (Item 6)—90.9%—showed that the teachers'
attitudes toward working with a mathematics problem were similar to those attitudes that
were promoted in their classrooms—as described in items 7 (95.5%), 12 (86.3%), 18
(95.5%), 20 (90.9%), and 32 (81.9%) (percentages again totaled)—where students were
encouraged to try any method, including trial-and-error, when solving problems.
The interview responses indicated that these teachers did encourage their students
to engage in problem solving and that these interviewees did, in fact, enjoy such
classroom experiences. What is really notable is that the two interviewees, NAJ and
NCA, whose attitudes about problem solving were relatively low, 118 and 126 (out of a
possible 200) respectively, were enthusiastic about their experiences in problem solving
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Table 7
Results from the Whitaker Attitude Survey—Positive Items

Item RA/A

A/U

CD/S

40.9%

D/S

RD/N

M

SD

Personal Feelings
3.

Enjoy solving puzzles. 27.3%

27.3%

3.8

0.9

5.

Challenged by problems not
immediately solved.

27.3

50.0

4.5

18.2

0.0

4.2

1.0

6.

Making a mistake okay.

36.4

54.5

4.5

0.0

4.5

4.2

0.9

8.

Enjoy mathematics problems.

22.7

36.4

4.5

27.3

9.1

3.4

1.4

10. Enjoy intellectually
challenging games.

27.3

40.9

22.7

9.1

0.0

3.9

0.9

11. Believe I am as successful as
other teachers in solving
problems.

22.7

31.8

40.9

0.0

4.5

3.7

1.0

14. Mathematics problems more
like games than work.

13.6

18.2

50.0

4.5

13.6

3.1

1.2

17. Discovering solutions to new
problems is exciting.

22.7

36.4

36.4

4.5

0.0

3.8

0.9

26. Stick with problem until solved.

18.2

36.4

36.4

9.1

0.0

3.6

0.9

29. Enjoy working on tricky
problems.

13.6

27.3

45.5

9.1

4.5

3.4

1.0

30. Mathematics problems very
interesting.

9.1

59.1

4.5

27.3

0.0

3.5

1.0

31. Pleasant feeling toward math
problems.

22.7

45.5

9.1

22.7

0.0

3.7

1.1

9.1

90.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.1

0.3

39. Could solve most mathematics
problems.

4.5% 0.0%
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Table 7 (continued)
Results from the Whitaker Attitude Survey—Positive Items

Item RA/A

A/U

CD/S

D/S

RD/N

M

SD

Teaching Feelings
1.

Students urged to use trial-and- 59.1% 36.4%
error when solving.

4.5% 0.0% 0.0%

4.5

0.6

12. Students urged to use any 54.5 31.8
method.

0.0 13.6 0.0

4.3

1.0

13. Students urged to check 77.3 22.7
answers for reasonableness.

0.0 0.0 0.0

4.5

0.4

18. Students told that there are 59.1 36.4
many ways to solve a problem.

0.0 4.5 0.0

3.8

0.7

20. Students urged to refer to
similar problems.

40.9 50.0

9.1 0.0 0.0

4.3

0.6

24. Students told that problems do 18.2 22.7
not always have one solution.

36.4 13.6 9.1

3.3

1.2

32. Students urged to adopt stop- 36.4 45.5
and-think attitude.

13.6 0.0 4.5

4.1

1.0

Note. RA/A means Really Agree/Always; A/U means Agree/Usually; CD/S means Can't
Decide/Sometimes; D/S means Disagree/Seldom; RD/N means Really Disagree/Never.

with their students. Interestingly, these problem-solving experiences centered on
language arts content rather than mathematics content.
NAJ's experience involved the students in writing a description of the classroom
in which students had to develop characters, indicate which aspects of the classroom they
liked and which they would change (including supporting reasons for each), and revise
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their work after consultation with the teacher. The grammatical revisions were
undertaken only after the story was written. NAJ explained to this researcher why this
writing activity was really a problem-solving activity. When asked to describe a similar
lesson in mathematics, NAJ could not do so. Initially, each of her mathematics problem
descriptions involved computational skills only. When this teacher did remember a
problem other than computation it was one in which she guided the students through the
construction of a graph in which each child added one symbol to an existing chalkboard
graph drawn by the teacher. NAJ never described any mathematical lesson in which a
problem was the focus with the mechanics of computation only a tool to be used to
support the problem solving.
NCA's problem-solving activity related to analogies. NCA also explained to this
researcher why this work was really problem solving. Although she was enthusiastic
about helping the students to develop the necessary skills and had the students use a
dictionary only as a tool to look up unfamiliar words, she never described any such
problem-solving work in mathematics even though her own problem-solving skills were
quite good by comparison with the other participants. The only mathematics problemsolving activity she offered related to finding averages of her students' grades. She was
enthusiastic about having made sure that her students knew how to compute their own
averages and that the students could, by guessing and checking, determine the grade
needed on a test in order to improve their average—still only a computational exercise.
As with NAJ, NCA never shared an example of problem solving in mathematics.

In

contrast, participants NCB and NBD whose attitudes toward problem solving were very
positive, 187 and 185 (out of 200) respectfully, had no trouble sharing problem-solving
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activities related to mathematics. Each also expressed enthusiasm for these types of
activities and indicated that such activities were commonplace in their classrooms.
Although 68.2% of the participants always or sometimes enjoyed intellectually
challenging games (Item 10), 68.2% always or sometimes found mathematics problems
very interesting (Item 30), and 68.2% always or sometimes had a pleasant feeling toward
math problems (Item 31), only 31.8% always or sometimes thought that mathematics
problems were more like games than work (Item 14). That only 40.9% really agreed or
agreed that they enjoyed working on tricky problems (Item 29) and that not many more
than that enjoyed solving puzzles (Item 3)—54.6% (percentages again totaled)—or found
discovering solutions to new problems exciting (Item 17)—59.1% (again totaled
percentages)—related to the responses that the interviewees had when asked to share
their two favorite math problems which they had used in their classrooms (interview
question 4).
When this researcher asked NAJ to share two of her favorite math problems that
she had used with her class, NAJ replied that she did not have any favorite math
problems. After a few moments of further silence, NAJ asked this researcher, "[Do] you
want number problems or ... a story?" When this researcher asked the same question of
NCB she also remained silent for several moments, finally indicating that there were so
many it was hard for her to choose just two. NCA's initial response was "I have no idea
what to put on this" while after a very brief pause, NBD launched into such a rapid-fire
and enthusiastic set of examples that this researcher had difficulty keeping up with the
discussion.
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The responses to the negative items from the attitude survey are summarized in
Table 8. These responses are also separated into two groups—personal feelings and
feelings related to teaching.
Combining the percentages for the Really Disagree/Never (RD/N) and
Disagree/Seldom (D/S) columns in those items related to participants' feelings further
illustrated the willingness of teachers to engage in problem solving—Items 2 (63.6%), 9
(63.6%), 16 (68.1%), 21 (63.6%), 25 (68.2%), and 35 (72.7%). The lower percentages of
disagreement (really disagree and disagree combined) with items 4 (45.4%), 19 (50.0%),
27 (54.5%), 34 (54.5%), and 37 (54.6%) further indicated the less than completely
positive feelings these teachers experienced when solving mathematics problems.
In the interview with participant NAJ when this researcher asked if she had
always liked problem solving, her response was "Not really". NAJ went on to indicate
that if she had to do a math problem she would try to do her best but it would not be her
first choice of activity. Participant NCA's one-word reaction to word problems was
"aaaagh!" She thought "a lot of students have that same feeling. They [students] hear the
words 'word problem' or 'problem solving' and automatically they are turned off by
that".
In contrast to these two participants NCB indicated that her persistence in
engaging in problem solving for and with her students had influenced her attitude toward
problem solving. She said, "When I started teaching math, I did the skills. And then ... I
just started working with the problems ... it was challenging to me ... and they [the
students] enjoy explaining [the solutions]".
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Table 8
Results from the Whitaker Attitude Survey—Negative Items

Item RA/A A/U CD/S D/S RD/N M

SD

Personal Feelings
1. Drawing figures is waste of time. 0.0% 9.1% 0.0% 18.2% 72.7% 4.5

0.9

2. Solving problems is dull and 0.0 4.5 31.8 31.8 31.8
boring.

3.9

0.9

4.

Mathematics form of drudgery. 4.5 4.5 45.5 22.7 22.7

3.5

1.1

9.

Mathematics problems take too 0.0 18.2 18.2 50.0 13.6
long to solve.

3.6

1.0

15. Unable to think clearly when 0.0 18.2 4.5 77.3 0.0
solving problems.

3.3

0.8

16. Just tell me how to solve the 4.5 9.1 18.2 54.5 13.6
problem.

3.6

1.0

19. Problems are like being lost in 0.0 4.5 45.5 36.4 13.6
a jungle of numbers.

3.6

0.8

21. Difficult to think for long about 0.0 0.0 36.4 40.9 22.7
a problem.

3.9

0.8

22. Trouble understanding why some 0.0 0.0 9.1 63.6 27.3
think problems are fun.

4.2

0.6

23. Have fear of solving problems. 0.0 18.2 9.1 45.5 27.3

3.8

1.1

25. Concentrating on problems for 4.5 13.6 13.6 59.1 9.1
long is difficult.

3.5

1.0

27. Do not like doing difficult 4.5 31.8 9.1 40.9 13.6
problems.

3.3

1.2

28. Problems are frustrating. 0.0 13.6 13.6 68.2 4.5

3.6

0.8

33. No math problems outside 4.5 22.7 13.6 45.5 13.6
school.

3.4

1.1
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Table 8 (continued)
Results from the Whitaker Attitude Survey—Negative Items

Item RA/A A/U CD/S D/S

RD/N M

SD

34. Confusion in spite of effort. 0.0%

0.0% 45.5% 40.9% 13.6% 3.7

0.7

35. Give up easily.

0.0

0.0 27.3 54.5

18.2

3.9

0.7

36. Too many rules make problems 0.0
difficult.

9.1 22.7 63.6

4.5

3.6

0.7

37. Nervous when thinking about 0.0
solving problems.

9.1 36.4 36.4

18.2

3.6

0.9

38. In elementary grades developing 9.1
computation skills more
important than solving problems.

18.2 13.6 36.4

22.7

3.5

1.3

40. In elementary grades computation 0.0
skills are enough to solve most
problems.

9.1 4.5 40.9

45.5

4.2

0.9

Teaching Feelings

Note. RA/A means Really Agree/Always; A/U means Agree/Usually; CD/S means Can't
Decide/Sometimes; D/S means Disagree/Seldom; RD/N means Really Disagree/Never.

When this researcher asked each interviewee to share any other information about
themselves and problem solving (interview question 6), the responses of each interviewee
included concise summaries of their attitudes. NAJ replied, "I'm older now and I look at
some of this math these children are doing and I have to think myself.... Because third
grade, some of the third grade math, it's hard". NCA responded, "I began not to like
math in around, I would say, the fifth or sixth grade.... 1 always did well in math but I
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just didn't really like it". NCB remarked that she had not always liked math but that she
had come to enjoy the challenge of problem solving and that her students enjoyed being
challenged.

She also indicated that, "believe it or not, [she] learned too". NBD not only

expressed her enjoyment of mathematics but her interest in promoting the importance of
mathematics and of problem solving in mathematics in workshops that she conducted for
other teachers.
As was also indicated in the surveys 90.9% of teachers did not feel that drawing
figures was a waste of time (Item 1). Each interviewee discussed how she had used a
diagram to illustrate or solve a problem. Interviewees NAJ and NCA whose attitude
scores were low provided examples of using diagrams for illustrative purposes, while
interviewees NCB and NBD whose attitude scores were high shared examples of using
diagrams as a means to solve a problem.
In items 38 and 40 which are related to computational skills 81.4% of the
participants indicated that computational skills were not enough to solve most problems
in the elementary grades (Item 40— total percent for "Disagree" and "Strongly
Disagree). Totaling the "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses for Item 38
showed that 59.1% disagreed that developing computation skills was more important than
solving problems. Their overall attitude was that computational skills have a primary but
not exclusive place in the elementary curriculum.
As indicated by the quantitative and qualitative results the teachers in this study
had positive attitudes overall and tended to act as role models of problem solving.
However, the more positive their attitudes toward mathematical problem solving, the
more likely they were to practice this problem solving in their mathematics instruction.
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The less positive their attitudes toward mathematical problem solving, the more likely
they were to practice this problem solving in other areas of the curriculum.
Research Question 2\ What beliefs do mathematics teachers in grades three through five
in this small, rural county in Georgia have about mathematical problem solving?
Here belief was taken to mean the collection of cognitive concepts that develop
gradually and which hold varying degrees of influence over one's actions (Abelson,
1979; Emenaker, 1993; Ensor, 1998; McLeod, 1992; Thompson, 1992). To answer this
question each participant was asked to complete the belief survey (see Appendix D).
Each response was assigned a numeric value from 1 to 5 with 1 associated with the least
favorable response and 5 with the most favorable. For the questions whose wording
indicated a positive belief about problem solving (as determined by the authors of the
survey) 5 corresponded with "strongly agree". For those questions that the authors
determined indicated a negative belief about problem solving, 1 corresponded to
"strongly agree". The response choices were as follows: Strongly Agree (SA), Agree
(A), Neutral (N), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD). The scores for the 30 items were
summed to give a belief score for each participant. The minimum possible score of 30
represents the most negative belief and the maximum possible score of 150 represents the
most positive belief. The participants' scores ranged from a low of 99 to a high of 127
with a mean of 109.7 and a standard deviation of 9.6. The participants' scores all fell into
the upper half (90 to 150) of this potential range. The responses to the positive items are
summarized, by category, in Table 9.
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Table 9
Results from the Kloosterman and Stage Beliefs Survey—Positive Items

Item

SA

A

N

D

SD

M

SD

Effort Pays
1.

Get smarter if I try.

54.5%

31.8%

5.

Hard work increases ability.

27.3

45.5

18.2

4.5

9.

Studying increases ability.

22.7

50.0

18.2

14. Working improves ability.

27.3

54.5

17. Get smarter by trying.

22.7

27. Trying hard increases math
smartness.

9.1%

4.5

0.7

0.0

4.0

0.8

9.1

0.0

4.1

0.9

13.6

0.0

0.0

4.1

0.7

50.0

27.3

0.0

0.0

4.0

0.7

27.3

45.5

22.7

4.5

0.0

4.0

0.8

11. Understanding correctness of
answer necessary.

27.3

54.5

9.1

9.1

0.0

4.0

0.9

13. Understanding why solution
works important.

31.8

45.5

18.2

4.5

0.0

4.0

0.8

23. Right answer not enough
without understanding.

59.1

27.3

4.5

0.0

9.1

4.3

1.2

Formulas not necessary in
getting solution.

13.6

27.3

31.8

22.7

4.5

3.2

1.1

20. Predetermined steps for
solution do not always exist.

4.5

45.5

40.9

9.1

0.0

3.5

0.7

24. Memorizing steps not
very useful.

0.0

18.2

27.3

50.0

4.5

2.6

0.9

0.0% 0.0%

Understanding Important

Not Always Step-hy-Step
7.
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Table 9 (continued)
Results from the Kloosterman and Stage Beliefs Survey—Positive Items

Item SA

A

N

D

SD

M

SD

Time-Consuming Problems Worthwhile
16. Problems requiring long time
okay.

9.1% 40.9%

18. Persistence brings success.

13.6 72.7 13.6 0.0

28. Can do problems requiring
long time.

27.3% 18.2% 4.5% 3.3 1.0

0.0 4.0 0.5

9.1

68.2

9.1

9.1

4.5

3.7

0.9

Computation skills useless
22.7
without application to real life.

50.0

4.5

18.2

4.5

3.7

1.2

22.7 22.7

27.3

4.5

3.3

1.2

0.0 27.3 31.8

22.7

2.7

1.1

Word Problems Important
6.

10. Computation skills useless 22.7
without application to word
problems.
29. Can't solve word problems;
then can't do math.

18.2

Note. SA means Strongly Agree; A means Agree; N means No Opinion; D means
Disagree; RD means Really Disagree.

These categories, created by the authors of the survey, place each item into 1 of 5
areas: Effort can increase mathematical ability (Effort Pays); Understanding concepts is
important in mathematics (Understanding Important); there are word problems that
cannot be solved with simple, step-by-step procedures (Not Always Step-by-Step); I can
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solve time-consuming mathematics problems (Time-Consuming Problems Worthwhile);
and word problems are important in mathematics (Word Problems Important).
Combining the percentages for the Strongly Agree (SA) and Agree (A) columns
in those items related to effort showed that most of the participants believed that effort
improved problem-solving abilities. Trying (Item 1) was believed by 86.3% to make a
person smarter in mathematics, while working harder (Item 14) was believed by 81.8% to
improve ability as was studying (Item 9) by 72.7%. This belief was expressed in the
interviews with the selected teachers as well. NCB remarked that she had to work to
build the self-confidence of her students by telling them, "You know, you can do this,
you can work through it". NCA encouraged her students to work hard and says of herself
as a student that although she always did well in mathematics, "it was something that
[she] had to study. [She] couldn't just not study".
Totaling the percentages for the Strongly Agree (SA) and Agree (A) columns in
those items related to understanding showed that 81.8% of the participants believed that
understanding the correctness of an answer (Item 11) and 77.3% that understanding why
a solution works (Item 13) were both necessary to successful problem solving. In
discussing the use of problem solving in her classroom NCA indicated that genuine
understanding of problem situations was a key factor in capturing her students' interest in
a problem. NBD found that using a diagram helped her students to have an
understanding of a problem and she frequently worked to "try to get them [students] to
get a picture in their mind and then be able to put it down on paper". NCB wanted her
students to understand problems so that the problem-solving abilities her students
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developed would follow them through later grades and make a difference to them in
algebra.
Responses under the section of items related to time-consuming problems showed
that only 50.0% of teachers agreed or strongly agreed that spending a long time on such
problems (Item 16) was acceptable. Each interviewee, however, was willing to spend
time working with their students' in problem situations. NAJ spent considerable time
working with the creation of bar graphs. NCA worked for several days with her students
to make certain each student could compute his or her own average and determine the
effects of additional grades on that average. NCB sent her students home to create
individual problems to bring back, share, work, and evaluate and found that her students
enjoyed the challenge of time-consuming problems. NBD had her students spend several
hours working in groups to find a pattern for determining how many handshakes would
happen in a crowd of given size if each person shook hands one time with every other
person in the crowd.
The items related to the step-by-step nature of solving problems revealed an
interesting set of responses. A total of 50.0% of the teachers believed that such steps did
not always exist (Item 20—agree responses combined). What made this interesting was
that, 54.5%, by disagreeing with Item 24, said that memorizing such steps was useful.
Together these responses seemed to indicate that about half the participants agreed that
where such steps might exist they should be memorized. Participant NCA was the only
interviewee who made mention of steps for solving problems. To her problem solving
was a process and to be successful at it "you have to know in your mind how the process
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works ... how you're going to ... figure out the answer. Whether it be a formula ... or just
an operation".
The participants' responses to those items related to the importance of problemsolving skills and the importance of computation skills showed that 72.7% of the
participants' believed that computation skills should be applied to real life (Item 6),
45.4% believed that computation skills should be applied to word problems (Item 10), but
only 27.3% saw an integral connection between solving word problems and success in
mathematics in general (Item 29).
The negative items were categorized in the same way as the positive items except
there were no negative items in the "Effort Pays" category. The responses to the negative
items are summarized in Table 10.
Examining the percentages of disagreement for the items related to the
importance of understanding (Items 2—86.4%, 15—77.3%, and 19—77.3%) added
additional support to the participants' belief—as shown by their responses to the related
positive items—that understanding was important. Examining those related to the worth
of time-consuming problems (Items 4 and 8) indicated that 68.2% of teachers disagreed
or strongly disagreed with quitting on problems that cannot be quickly solved (Item 4)
and 90.9% disagreed or strongly disagreed that problems that could not be solved quickly
were impossible for them to solve (Item 8).
The responses to the negative items related to step-by-step solutions to problems
indicated that 68.2% of teachers believed that knowing and using the necessary steps
would enable a successful solution (Item 3) to a problem and 68.2% that most problems
were solvable using predetermined steps (Item 22) supporting their responses to the
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Table 10
Results from the Kloosterman and Stage Beliefs Survey—Negative Items

Item SA

A

N

D

SD

M

SD

Understanding Important
2. Correct answer, no under- 0.0% 0.0% 13.6% 40.9% 45.5% 4.3
standing, okay.

0.7

15. Understanding problem not 0.0 4.5 18.2 36.4
important.

40.9 4.0

0.9

19. Correct answer is more 0.0 0.0 13.6 45.5
important than understanding.

31.8 4.2

0.7

3. Knowing steps will enable 18.2 50.0 22.7 4.5
solution to any problem.

0.0 2.1

0.8

22. Most problems solvable using 9.1 59.1 31.8 0.0
predetermined steps.

0.0 2.2

0.6

26. Learning to solve requires 0.0 31.8 27.3 31.8
memorizing steps.

9.1 3.2

1.0

4.5 18.2 9.1 45.5

22.7 3.6

1.2

Can't do quickly, can't do at all. 0.0 4.5 4.5 63.6

27.3 4.1

0.7

12. Not good at problems requiring 4.5 22.7 22.7 36.4
long time.

4.5 3.2

1.0

Not Always Step-hy-Step

Time-Consuming Problems Worthwhile
4. Solve quickly or quit.
8.
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Table 10 (continued)
Results from the Kloosterman and Stage Beliefs Survey—Negative Items

Item SA A

N D SD

M

SD

0.0 0.0

0.0 36.4 63.6

4.6

0.5

25. Computation skills more 0.0 4.5
important than problem
solving.

22.7 50.0 22.7

3.9

0.8

9.1 36.4 50.0

4.3

1.0

Word Problems Important
21. Word problems not important
in math.

30. Math class should not
emphasize word problems.

4.5 0.0

Note. SA means Strongly Agree; A means Agree; N means No Opinion; D means
Disagree; RD means Really Disagree.

positive items related to the step-by-step solution of problems—that where such steps
exist they should be used.
Responses to those items related to the importance of problem-solving skills and
the importance of computation skills showed that not even one, 0.0%, of the participants
believed that word problems were unimportant in math (Item 21), only 4.5% agreed that
math classes should not emphasize word problems (Item 30), and only 4.5% that
computation skills were more important than problem solving (Item 25).
When NCB was asked about the relationship between problem solving and
computation skills, she indicated that the two complemented each other and that problem
solving could serve as a vehicle for teaching computational skills in that she "could put a
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word problem on the board and teach a whole lesson just from a word problem that day".
When participant NBD was asked to explain her feelings about the relationship among
problem solving, computational skills, and mathematics, her response indicated that
students did not necessarily need to have perfect computational skills, but "If you can get
them [the students] to understand how addition works, how subtraction works, how they
are interrelated then when you start doing problem solving that's going to make your
problem solving a lot easier". NBD also indicated that having computational skills was
not sufficient saying, "If you don't know how to apply it [basic arithmetic] it's not going
to do you any good to know how to do it." In contrast NAJ and NCA expressed their
belief that students must master computational skills and indicated that considerable
classroom time was spent in pursuit of this mastery. NCA said that "without those basic
skills to begin with ... it was almost impossible to do those sorts of things [problem
solving]". She went on to boast that she got 80% of her students to master those
computational skills by "constant drilling".
The quantitative results indicated that the teachers in this study had positive
beliefs about problem solving overall. However, the comments by the interviewees
showed that they fell into two categories. The two interviewees, NAJ and NCA, whose
belief scores were not as positive viewed the mastery of computational skills a necessary
prerequisite for success in problem solving. In contrast the two interviewees, NCB and
NBD, whose belief scores were much more positive, viewed problem solving as giving
meaning and validation to computational skills that may not have been previously
mastered.
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Research Question 3: What abilities do mathematics teachers in grades three through
five in this small, rural county in Georgia have in mathematical problem solving?
To answer this question each participant was asked to complete a problem-solving
activity. This activity consisted of 15 problems. Ten of these problems required the
participant to either choose the correct answer from choices provided with the question
(problems 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) or to generate a short answer (problems 4, 5). These
questions were scored as "wrong" earning 0 points or "right" earning 2 points. In this
short-answer section the presence, absence, correctness, or incorrectness of work done in
finding the answer had no bearing on the score. Table 11 shows the percentages of
correct responses to each of these 10 problems. The short-answer scores ranged from a
low of 2 to a high of 20. The mean short-answer score was 13.3 and the standard
deviation of these scores was 4.47.
There were three problems—5, 7, and 9—on which the participants' scores were
low by comparison. Problem 5 required the teacher to deduce the order of magnitude for
four variables when given several algebraic statements of relationships among these
variables. Several participants commented on the problem page that they did not have
Table 11
Results from the Problem-Solving Activity—Short-Answer Items

Problem Number

% Correct Responses

1

2

72.7 90.9

3

86.4

4

77.3

5

40.9

6

77.3

7

45.5

8

77.3

9

22.7

10

72.7
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enough information since no values were given for the letters. Several left this page
completely blank.
Problem 7 required the participant to identify the area of a floor not covered by a
rug when given the numerical area of the total floor and the numerical dimensions of the
rug on the floor and a diagram depicting the situation. Even though finding area by
counting squares is a content objective stated in the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum
(GADOE, 2002) for grades three, four, and five, the participants did poorly on this
problem. Problem number 9 required the participant to determine what figure belonged
on a given face of a cube after examining pictures of the cube in several positions. This
was the only problem on the Problem-Solving Activity which required the use of spatial
skills.
The remaining five problems (numbers 11 through 15) each required the
participant to show all work used in the solution and this work with the final answer was
evaluated using the Focused Holistic Scoring Point Scale developed by Charles et al.
(1987). This scale assigned a score of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to the participant's work on a
problem based on the choice and execution of a solution method and the degree of
correctness of the work and the solution—in essence giving "partial credit" in this section
of the problem-solving activity. Each problem had a recommended strategy but any
appropriate strategy that could have or did lead to a correct solution merited at least some
credit. Table 12 shows the percentages of the participants receiving each of the possible
scores on each problem. The free-response scores ranged from 4 to 13 with a mean of
10.6, a standard deviation of 4.1 and a median of 9.5 (maximum possible score was 20).
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Table 12
Results from the Problem-Solving Activity—Free-Response Items

Problem
Number

Points Earned
0 pts

Ipt

11.

36.4%

9.0%

12.

22.7

18.2

27.3

13.

13.6

9.0

14.

22.7

15.

4.5

M

SD

2 pts

3 pts

4 pts

40.9%

0.0%

13.6%

1.45

1.37

22.7

9.0

1.77

1.31

27.3

18.2

31.8

2.45

1.41

36.4

18.2

4.5

18.2

1.59

1.40

4.5

4.5

27.3

59.1

3.32

1.09

Problem 11 on which the participants' average points were least was a
cryptarithm in which participants had to determine the unique digit representing each
letter in a mathematical problem, making this problem somewhat algebraic in nature.
Problem 15 which had the highest average score required participants to place walkers in
order along a path when given information about their relative positions. This problem
required essentially the same ordering skills as were required for problem 5 from the
short answer section of the activity. While problem 5 was stated in algebraic terms,
problem 15 was given in numeric terms.
Each participant's short-answer and free-response scores were totaled to get the
total problem-solving ability score for that participant. These total problem-solving
scores ranged from 6 to 25 with a mean of 23.9, standard deviation of 7.8, and a median
of 25.0 (maximum possible score was 40). Had the scores from the Problem-Solving
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Activity been converted to percentages and compared to a 70-as-passing grading scale
only 5 of the 22 teachers would have made passing scores.
Table 13 shows the percentages of teachers who chose each solution strategy and
the strategy that was recommended by Musser and Burger. Note that percentages do not
always sum to 100 indicating that, in some cases, no discemable method was used or the
problem was not attempted.
Table 13
Solution Method Used in the Free-Response Items

Problem
Solution Method Chosen Solution Method Deemed Most
Number Appropriate by Text Authors
CGT
GC
OL
WB
OTH

11.

0.0%

63.6% 0.0%

12.

0.0

0.0

13.

0.0

14.
15.

0.0%

0.0%

GC - Guess-and-check

81.8

0.0

0.0

OL - Make an organized list

0.0

4.5

86.3

0.0

WB - Work backwards

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

63.6

86.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

OTH - Any appropriate method
CTG - Make a chart, table, or graph

Note that in each problem, the majority of the teachers who attempted the problem used
the recommended solution strategy. Knowing where and how to use these strategies is
directly related to Georgia's state mandated curriculum for the elementary grades. These
strategies were the ones the state curriculum expected teachers in grades three through
five to teach their students to use (GADOE, 2002).
The two interviewees who were selected because of their high problem-solving
activity scores (NCA and NBD) each mentioned in their interviews that math had been a
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subject in which they had made high grades in school. The two interviewees who were
selected because of their low problem-solving activity scores (NAJ and NCB) each
mentioned in their interviews that math had been a subject in which they had not
performed well while in school.
Research Question 4: Are there significant differences in the attitudes toward
mathematical problem solving, the beliefs about mathematical problem solving, or the
mathematical problem-solving abilities of the teachers by grade?
An ANOVA was used to compare the participants' scores by grade level taught to
determine if any existing differences were significant. In variables showing significant
differences a Tukey-Kramer post hoc analysis was conducted to determine the source of
the significant variance. Each variable is discussed separately.
The ANOVA for attitude scores indicated significant differences among the
attitudes toward problem solving held by teachers in grades three, four, and five. The
post hoc analysis showed that the significant differences (a = .05) were between the third
and fifth-grade teachers and between the fourth and fifth grade teachers. The results of
the analysis of attitudes by grade are given in Tables 14 and 15.
Table 14
Group Means and Standard Deviations—Attitude

M
SD

^rd

4th

5th

151.00
21.62

153.22
17.49

183.20
8.50
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Table 15
ANOVA Summary Table—Attitude

Source

SS

df

MS

Z

Between 3739.57 2 1869.75 5.91*
Within 6008.36 19 316.23
Total 9747.86 21
* p < .05
The ANOVA for belief scores indicated there were no significant differences
among the beliefs about problem solving held by teachers in grades three, four, and five.
The results of the analysis of beliefs for each grade are given in Tables 16 and 17.
Table 16
Group Means and Standard Deviations—Belief

M
SD

3rd

4th

5th

110.75
11.00

109.89
6.83

110.00
13.29

Table 17
ANOVA Summary Table—Belief

Source

SS

df

MS

F

Between 3.47 2 1.74 0.02
Within 1926.39 19 101.39
Total 1929.86 21
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The ANOVA for problem solving ability scores indicated there were no
significant differences among the problem-solving abilities of teachers in grades three,
four, and five. The results of the analysis of problem-solving ability scores by grade are
given in Tables 18 and 19.
Table 18
Group Means and Standard Deviations—Problem-Solving Ability
4th

3rd

M
SD

22.13
9.09

5th

21.60
4.56

22.67
7.83

Table 19
ANOVA Summary Table—Problem-Solving Ability

Source

Between
Within
Total

SS

120.52
1152.08
1272.59

df

2
19
21

MS

60.26
60.64

F

0.99

Research Question 5: Is there a relationship among attitudes toward, beliefs about, and
abilities in mathematical problem solving for mathematics teachers in grades three
through five in this small rural county in Georgia?
Pearson's r correlation coefficients were calculated between the attitude scores,
belief scores, and problem-solving scores of the participants in this study. Table 20 lists
the correlation values for this data.
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Table 20
Results from the Correlation Calculations Among the Scores

Score Pairings Correlation

Attitude Scores and Belief Scores

0.56**

Attitude Scores and Problem-Solving Ability Scores 0.49*
Belief Scores and Problem-Solving Ability Scores 0.17
**p<.01 * p < .05
These results indicated a significant and positive moderate correlation between
the participants' attitudes toward mathematical problem solving and their beliefs about
mathematical problem solving. This indicated that there was a moderate tendency for
those with more positive attitude scores to also have more positive belief scores.

There

was also a significant and positive moderate correlation indicated between the scores for
attitudes and the scores for mathematical problem-solving ability. This indicated that
there was a moderate tendency for those with more positive attitude scores toward
problem solving to also have higher problem-solving ability scores. No significant
correlation was shown between the participants' beliefs about problem solving and their
mathematical problem-solving abilities.
The lack of real connections between beliefs about problem solving and problemsolving abilities was illustrated in the interviews. Regardless of their own abilities to
problem solve each interviewee expressed a belief in the importance of problem solving
as a life skill. NAJ said, "In my opinion you solve problems every day". NCA indicated
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that "for survival ... problem solving is probably a nine [out of 10]". Both NCB and
NBD agreed that problem solving is an important life skill.
Summary
The results indicated that the participants' attitude scores and belief scores were
generally on the positive side of the possible scores for each instrument. These results
also indicated that two-thirds of the participants chose appropriate solution strategies for
the free-response problems presented to them in the problem-solving activity but that
their abilities to solve such mathematical problems were poor.
The analysis of variance between the responses on each of the three instruments,
when examined by grade taught, showed significant differences in attitude scores only
with the fifth grade teachers having attitude scores that were significantly more positive
than those of the teachers of grades three and four. The correlation between attitudes
toward mathematical problem solving, beliefs about mathematical problem solving, and
mathematical problem-solving abilities showed only moderate to weak correlations
among these variables with the relationship between attitudes toward and beliefs about
mathematical problem solving having the stronger of the correlations.
These results will be discussed more fully in Chapter V where conclusions,
implications, and recommendations for further study will be presented. Also included in
Chapter V are interviewees' comments related to needed changes.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The abilities of students to solve problems and the necessity of having students
develop these abilities have been championed in the educational curriculum for decades
(Childs, 1931; Dewey, 1916/1997; Kilpatrick, 1985; NCTM, 1980, 1985, 2000; Polya,
1945/1973). Problem solving currently holds an established position in Georgia's
curriculum standards in all the elementary grades (GADOE, 2002) and is viewed by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) as "an integral part of all
mathematics learning" (NCTM, 2000, p. 52). Nationally, and locally, students are not
scoring well on standardized tests that measure these skills (Lindquist, 1991; Reese et ah,
1997; Shrenko, 2001).
In 1945, Polya called on teachers to become actively involved with students in
learning and applying problem-solving skills. In 1980, Halmos asked teachers to do
more problem solving with their students and worry less about arithmetic facts. In 1989
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) called for fundamental
changes in mathematics curriculum and instruction. Over this same period research
about problem solving in the classroom largely ignored the possibility that the
characteristics of the teacher might be a variable of importance. Prior to 1985 very little
research had been conducted in which the teacher was treated as a variable (Silver, 1985).
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In what little research Silver identified that had treated the teacher as a variable and in the
research since 1985 the role that the teacher plays has been found to be of importance.
The existing body of research has indicated that teachers' attitudes toward
problem solving, teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and teachers' abilities to solve
problems each influenced students' attitudes and beliefs, student proficiency in solving
problems, and the classroom practices of the teachers. Since the students in this
researcher's county are not performing well on standardized measures of problem solving
and since many efforts at the high school (where this researcher teaches mathematics)
have been focused on remediating this deficit, understanding problem solving in the
earlier grades is important to this researcher and to this county's students.
This researcher has spent the past 27 years in the public school system in Georgia
with 17 of those years spent in the county in which this research study was conducted.
Over this 27-year tenure and even more so over the last 5 of those years this researcher
has worked extensively with the elementary teachers in this county to complete several
projects related to the mathematics curriculum from kindergarten through twelfth grade.
This researcher has found that the elementary teachers in this county are generally very
concerned and dedicated to giving their best efforts to the students in the county's three
elementary schools. In the work we teachers have done together over the last several
years many of these teachers have, however, indicated their reluctance to engage in
mathematical problem solving, their lack of confidence in their own problem solving
abilities, and the importance of emphasizing computational skills. This researcher
questioned the connections among these attitudes, abilities, and beliefs.

Ill

Though existing research has examined teachers' attitudes, teachers' beliefs, and
teachers' abilities singly or in some combination of two of these variables, no single
study was found that examined these teacher characteristics—attitudes toward problem
solving, beliefs about problem solving, and abilities in problem solving—in the same
research design. This study proposed to do exactly that within this county.
Summary of Procedures
Those teachers in this small, rural Georgia county who participated in this study
were all teachers in grades three, four, or five who agreed to complete the research
instruments. Each teacher completed a two-part survey instrument which contained 40
items related to attitudes about mathematical problem solving and 30 items related to
beliefs about mathematical problem solving. Each also completed a problem-solving
activity which consisted of 15 problems—10 of which required choosing from a selection
of given answers or giving only a short answer, and 5 additional problems which required
the participant to give an answer and to clearly show all the work involved in determining
this answer. Participants were each assigned three scores: one based on responses to the
attitude items, one based on responses to the beliefs items, and one based on answers
given in the problem-solving activity. Based on their scores on the surveys and on the
problem-solving activity four participants were interviewed to get more in-depth
information.
NAJ was selected because of her lower (less positive) attitude and belief scores
coupled with a low problem-solving ability score; NCA for her lower (less positive)
attitude and belief scores coupled with a high problem-solving ability score; NCB for her
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high (more positive) attitude and belief scores coupled with a low problem-solving ability
score; and NBD for her higher scores for attitudes, beliefs, and problem-solving ability.
The interview questions—including ones related to classroom practices and
personal feelings—were intended to reveal more about teachers' attitudes and beliefs.
Having teachers respond to fictitious scenarios offered the opportunity to uncover
feelings indirectly. Additional straight-forward questions elicited more direct responses.
The findings and implications of this research are discussed in this chapter.
Discussion of Findings
Each teacher characteristic—attitudes toward problem solving, beliefs about
problem solving, and abilities in problem solving—was measured quantitatively and a
score for each assigned to each participant. Four teachers were subsequently selected and
interviewed. The analysis of each variable was based on both the quantitative and
qualitative data.
Teachers' Attitudes
Studies in the early 70s and 80s clearly indicated that students' attitudes toward
mathematics and problem solving were significantly related to the attitudes their teachers
had toward mathematics and toward problem solving in mathematics (Coxford, 1971;
Schoenfeld, 1981). In 1989 the National Research Council called for changing the
attitudes of the public about mathematics and problem solving. At the same time NCTM
(1989) recommended that mathematics teachers at all levels assume a significant role in
effecting this change.
The quantitative results from the attitude portion of the survey indicated that these
elementary teachers' attitudes toward problem solving were generally positive. Only one
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participant had a score slightly below halfway between totally positive and totally
negative, the remainder were above the halfway mark. The qualitative data related to the
personal feelings and classroom practices of these teachers further expressed the nature of
these positive attitudes—bearing out Coxford's (1971) and Schoenfeld's (1981) earlier
research findings.
Woods (1989) found that teachers who had positive attitudes toward problem
solving derived satisfaction from solving problems and were successful problem-solving
role models for their students. In her research Karp (1991) had found that teachers with
positive attitudes tended to engage their students in problem solving as an activity and as
a means for exploring content and that those with negative attitudes tend to emphasize
rules and memorization.
Participant NBD, who had one of the most positive scores on the attitude survey,
indicated that she used problem solving as a means for her students to learn
mathematical content. In a lesson designed to introduce mathematical patterns this
participant led her students in exploring such patterns by working their way through the
"handshake" problem. This problem required students to determine, based on the number
of students in the class, how many handshakes would occur if each student shook hands
with each other student one and only one time. NBD led the students to guess, to draw
diagrams, and to begin their exploration by working in small groups to figure out the
number of handshakes occurring just within the group. She also used problem-solving
techniques for instruction in subjects other than math. Although NCA, a participant with
one of the lower attitudes scores, was able to describe problem solving activities in
language arts, when asked to share a lesson in which she had used problem solving to
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teach mathematics content she was unable to do so. After a lengthy pause her initial
response was, "Well, this isn't real easy". In her further response she indicated the
students needed to know the rules and know the processes for basic arithmetic
computation even if that was all they learned. All four interviewees' responses to the
attitude survey indicated that regardless of their personal feelings toward problem solving
in mathematics they encouraged their students to problem solve in some area of the
curriculum.
Both the interviewees, NCA and NAJ, who were chosen because of their low
scores on the attitude survey, indicated that mastery of computational skills was
prerequisite to problem solving. NCA summarized the opinions of both these
participants by saying that the essential basic skills (computational skills) were the most
important thing. According to NCA, "It's hard to move along to more involved problems
or scenarios to work out if they [the students] don't know the basics to begin with". In
contrast, NBD and NCB viewed problem solving as a reason for computation.
These four interviewees' attitudes seem to be right in line with Karp's (1991)
findings. Teachers with positive attitudes toward problem solving tended to value
engaging students in mathematical problem solving and those with less positive attitudes
tended to avoid problem solving themselves and to avoid engaging their students in
problem-solving activities. Nathan's and Koedinger's (2000) study found that teachers
who have less positive attitudes toward problem solving viewed mathematics as primarily
computational skills and viewed computational skills as a basic pre-requisite to problem
solving. The interviewees echoed this position.
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Teachers' Belie fs
Battista (1994) found that teachers were key to reforming mathematics education
but that many had beliefs that were not compatible with this reform effort. Ford (1994)
found that teachers' beliefs about mathematics resulted from the way that these teachers
were taught mathematics in elementary school. More recent studies (Archbald & Grant,
2002; Futch, 1996; Nathan & Koedinger, 2000) found that even teachers whose beliefs
were in accord with NCTM guidelines had not significantly changed their classroom
practice; rather, their classroom practices remained largely traditional. Research by
Miller (1996) and Ernest (1989) found that teachers do not see mathematics as a
continuum with applications to daily life giving mathematics and problem solving
context, purpose, meaning, and justification. Instead, teachers see mathematics as an
accumulation of facts, rules, and procedures (steps).
The scores of the teachers in this study indicated that beliefs of the participants in
this study are generally positive (in accord with NCTM's recommendations). Results
also indicated that these teachers think that understanding problems is important, that
spending time on them may be beneficial, and that students can be successful in problem
solving. The results related to the relationship between problem solving and the use of
steps in solving problems were interesting. The participants were divided as to whether
such steps existed for every problem and whether, if such steps existed, memorization of
these steps was necessary to solving problems. The nature of this division of opinion was
made clearer by the interviewees' comments.
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The responses of the four interviewees concerning the place of computation skills
in the classroom illustrated that not all of them believed that mathematics was an
accumulation of facts, rules, and procedures. The two interviewees, NBD and NCB
chosen because of their high scores on the beliefs survey, both indicated that problem
solving and computational skills went hand in hand. NBD would make sure that her
students understood how to compute before teaching problem solving but would not
require her students to have full mastery of these computational skills before engaging
them in problem solving. NCB preferred to give her students a problem to work with and
then remediate the computational skills as needed when solving the problem. These two
interviewees whose beliefs scores were high also indicated that computational skills were
important but more important as a tool in problem solving than as a separate entity.
About using problem solving NCB said, "It [problem solving] helps them [the students]
to think through what they are doing and to see why the answer is, why it is". NBD said.
"Problem solving is a good way to teach children how to think to decide which of the
four main things to use—whether it's addition, subtraction, multiplication, division".
These two interviewees believed that mathematics was a continuum with content strands
that were interwoven.
The two interviewees whose beliefs scores were lower, NCA and NAJ, tended to
separate computation skills from problem solving. Both indicated that computation skills
and basic facts had to be mastered before students could experience success in problem
solving. When asked if problem solving could be used to teach math, NCA's initial
response was "Do they [the students] know the operations? I think they have to know the
basic operations first". NAJ's response was, "Some things [how to add, subtract.
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multiply, and divide] you have to ... know before you can go to the next step to solve the
problem". These two teachers believed that mathematics was a set of memorized facts.
These results indicated that the beliefs of these teachers classified them as either
very much like those teachers in the earlier findings of Miller (1996), Ernest (1989), and
Lerman (1983)—believing mathematics to be a collection of facts, rules, and
procedures—or classified them as very much unlike the teachers in these earlier studies.
The teachers who believed that problem solving was an important part of mathematics
saw mathematics instruction and learning as focused on problem solving and supported
by computational skills—they viewed mathematics as a continuum. Those teachers
whose beliefs about problem solving were not as positive saw mastery of computational
skills—the steps and procedures—as necessary to learning mathematics and focused on
these skills almost to the total exclusion of problem solving.
Teachers' Abilities
As Kilpatrick (1987) has said, teachers cannot teach what they do not themselves
know. Further, there is a difference in knowing mathematics and teaching mathematics
(Ball, 1988), and while mathematical content knowledge promotes teachers' use of
problem solving with their students (Fennema & Franke, 1992) even teachers who
possess content knowledge may be unable to apply that content knowledge to problem
solving (Kremer-Hayon, 1994).
Many of the teachers who participated in this research had difficulty with the
problem-solving activity. The first 10 problems on the test came from a set of problems
developed for fourth grade students and eight of these problems were multiple-choice.
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Disappointingly the study participants—teachers of grades three, four, and five—had
some noticeable difficulty in responding correctly.
Though some of the difficulty—at least on two of the short answers problems—
was attributed to the higher level skills (algebraic notation on problem 5 and spatial skills
on problem 9) required by the problem this researcher was very troubled by the teachers*
poor performance on problem seven (see Figure 1). The concept of finding area—by
tiling in grade 3, by counting squares in grade 4, and by formula in grade 5—is in the
curriculum for these grades and these teachers are expected to teach this concept. That
the participants had such difficulty raises the question of their ability to teach this concept
to their students.
The area of the floor of a rectangular room pictured below is 96 sq. ft. A small
rectangular rug is on the floor.
The area of the floor not covered by the rug is:
4 ft.

4 ft.

79 sq ft.
82 sq. ft.
84 sq. ft.
89 sq. ft.
Impossible to tell

Figure 1: Problem 7 from the Problem-Solving Activity.

The other 5 problems in the problem solving activity required teachers to show
their problem-solving work and the answer found for each problem. In this case the work
and answers were evaluated for correctness of procedure and correctness of answer. The
poor performance on problem 11 was cause for additional concern. An examination of
the participants' responses indicated that many of the participants did not apply their
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knowledge of arithmetic to this problem (see Figure 2). Observing that "A" times 4 has a
one-digit answer limits the choice for "A" to either a 1 or a 2. Since "D" times four is

In a cryptarithm each letter represents a different digit and none of the letters
represents zero (0). Find digits A, B, C, D that solve the following cryptarithm.

ABCD
_jl

4

DC B A

Figure 2: Problem 11 from the Problem-Solving Activity.

equal to "A" the only possible choice for "A" is 2. Once "A" is determined, the rest of
the values follow with only a little trial-and-error work. Most of the responses indicated
that the participants understood the problem and spent considerable effort using trial-anderror to test various four digit numbers for ABCD. Many of the responses contained
evidence that the one-digit nature of the answer to "A" x 4 and the limits this placed on
the choices for "A" were never recognized. Given that Georgia's curriculum standards
include computation skills in these grades and given the opinions of the four interviewees
who expressed the need for students to possess computational skills either as fundamental
to learning mathematics or as foundationally supportive of problem-solving skills, this
researcher views the participants' responses to problem 11 as cause for concern.
One-third of the participants got less than half of the available points for this
problem-solving activity, only five of them got more than 75% of the possible points, and
not one earned a perfect score. Considering the problems were originally designed to
measure the problem-solving skills of fourth grade students and these teachers teach
third, fourth, or fifth grade, these are dismal and alarming results. It seems these teachers
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either lack in content knowledge or lack in the ability as Fennema and Franke (1992)
found in their research or they are unable to apply that content knowledge as KremerHayon (1994) found in her study.
Relations Among the Findings
Even though separate measurement instruments had been created for measuring
teachers' beliefs about problem solving and teachers' attitudes toward problem solving,
these variables have generally not been studied separately. Indeed, the two were not
generally even regarded as separate constructs to be studied until more recent studies
such as that of DeBellis and Goldin in 1997. This present research attempted to measure
teachers' attitudes toward problem solving, teachers' beliefs about problem solving, and
teachers' abilities to solve problems and then to examine the relationship between
attitudes and beliefs, between attitudes and problem solving, and between beliefs and
problem solving.
The correlation between participants' attitudes toward problem solving and
participants' beliefs about problem-solving abilities was moderate (r = 0.55) but
significant. The correlation between participants' attitudes toward problem solving and
participants' problem-solving abilities was also moderate (r = 0.49) and significant. The
weakest of all was the correlation between participants' beliefs about problem solving
and participants' abilities to problem solve (r = 0.17). When the participants' scores on
each variable—attitudes toward problem solving, beliefs about problem solving, and
abilities in problem solving—were compared by grade the only significant differences
found to exist among the grades—3rd, 4th, and 5th—were in the teachers' attitudes toward
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problem solving. The 5th grade teachers were found to have attitudes that were
significantly (p <0.01) more positive than those of teachers in grade 3 or 4.
The qualitative data indicated that not only were the teachers' attitudes toward
problem solving, their beliefs about problem solving, and their abilities in problem
solving interrelated but each played a role in their teaching practice. How these
characteristics are interrelated can be seen in a characterization of each interviewee.
NBD (highly positive attitude score, positive belief score, and high problemsolving ability score) made clear in her interview that she enjoyed teaching mathematics
and that she especially enjoyed engaging with her students in problem-solving activities.
When asked to share her favorite problems that she used in her classroom her choices
indicated problems that involved her students in critical thinking skills, the use of
modeling, and the search for patterns. She expressed a willingness to invest classroom
time in activities of this nature with her students and did not think her students needed to
have completely mastered computational skills before experiencing problem solving as
an integral part of mathematics. To NBD
problem solving is the key to it all.... If all we do is teach them the basics and they
don't know how to use any of what we teach them, they won't be able to
accomplish anything.... I think it [problem solving] should be as important as the
[computational] skills.
For NBD her positive attitude, positive beliefs, and problem solving ability came together
in her classroom. Not only did she engage with her students in problem solving, her own
ability to solve problems helped to ensure that she could be a problem-solving model for
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her students. She created problem-solving opportunities for and with her students and
insisted that the students work to develop and use their own problem solving skills.
NCB's positive attitude and positive beliefs (low problem-solving ability scores)
about problem solving were also evident in her classroom and in her teaching. In her
classroom, computational skills were important but she valued problem solving highly as
evidenced by her response when asked why she thought problem solving was important.
She said,
in the 16 years that I have been teaching I still get children who cannot add,
subtract, multiply, or divide. And helping them [by using problem solving] to see
why they do what they do, why they put things together, why they take them
away,... will help them to see, to understand better what they're doing and
develop, help develop their skills.
NCB started most math classes with a word problem on the chalkboard and focused the
mathematics lesson around this word problem. In light of her positive attitude and her
beliefs about the importance of problem solving this researcher found her poor score on
the problem-solving activity puzzling. When asked to share her favorite problems with
this researcher, NCB shared several computational problems and the several different
processes with which her students could successfully get the correct answer for this
computation. She indicated that she fully encouraged her students to use multiple
strategies, check their answers, refer to a similar problem, adopt a stop-and-think attitude,
and that problems could have more than one solution. It is disappointing to know that
she was referring primarily to computational problems.
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Participant NAJ's (lower attitude score, lower belief score, low problem-solving
ability score) responses to the attitude and beliefs survey and her comments in the
interview indicated that while she thought students should be encouraged to solve
problems and to work hard to do so, she had no real interest in doing them herself and
was not very willing to engage in problem solving even though, in her words, "In today's
world ... it's [problem solving] very important. You have to do problem solving all the
time. I mean, everyday life". Her major concern, however, was that her students master
computation skills. When asked to share her favorite problems that she might use in class
if she just had to do so, NAJ responses were all computational problems. She shared a
classroom activity in which the class made bar graphs (which she admitted that she
enjoyed doing) but the discussion of how the class completed the bar graph revealed that
the only one actually doing the mathematics was the teacher.

In further discussion about

problem solving NAJ shared a writing assignment that she thought illustrated problem
solving skills. In this assignment students started with a list of questions related to their
classroom. Included in this list were questions that should engage the students in critical
thinking. This researcher agreed that this writing assignment required students to use
problem-solving skills. In our discussion, however, NAJ was not able to transfer this
kind of activity to any mathematical context.
Teacher NCA (lower attitude and belief scores, high problem-solving ability
score) indicated that she set high standards of problem solving for herself in high school.
While her total problem-solving ability score was above the mean and her work indicated
that she could apply several problem-solving strategies successfully, her classroom focus
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was on computational skills. When this researcher asked about the possibility of using
problem solving to teach the math NCA responded,
Do they [the students] know the operations? ... Without those basic skills to begin
with it is almost impossible to do those sorts of things. I have to really get them
to understand the basics before I am able to move on at all.... It is just over their
heads.
Comparing these four participants reveals an interesting mix of attitudes, beliefs, abilities
and practice.
NBD (high/high/high) had a very positive attitude, very positive beliefs, and a
strong ability to solve problems. She understood what is meant by problem solving and
engaged her class in such activities. NCB (high/high/low) had a very positive attitude,
positive beliefs, and a rather poor ability to solve problems. She was intent on involving
her students in such activities but had a poor understanding of what constituted a
problem. NAJ (low/low/low) had a more negative attitude toward problem solving and a
less strong belief in the value of problem solving although she believed problem solving
was necessary to life. She also thought students should be involved in problem solving
but, for her, mathematics problems centered on computation. NCA (low/low/high)
solved problems fairly well but had a less positive attitude and believed that
computational skills were the most important thing students needed to learn. It concerns
this researcher that two of the four interviewees associated problem solving with
computational problems only.
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Conclusions
Fennema and Franke (1992) identified problem-solving skills as a valid measure
of a teacher's content knowledge. Steele (1994) showed that a teacher's knowledge of
mathematics affected his or her teaching of mathematics. Ma (1999) determined that
only a small percentage of the teachers in the United States possessed knowledge of
mathematics adequate to explain or apply mathematics. If problem solving skills are
truly a measure of content knowledge, then this study shows that the content knowledge
of these elementary teachers is sorely lacking.
The quantitative results of this study showed a significant correlation between
teachers' attitudes toward problem solving and teachers' abilities in problem solving and
significant correlation between teachers' attitudes toward problem solving and teachers'
beliefs about problem solving. The correlation between teachers' beliefs about problem
solving and teachers' abilities in problem solving was not significant.
The interviews also showed the importance of teachers' attitudes. The
interviewees whose attitudes toward problem solving were very positive engaged in
problem solving with students independent of their own ability to solve such problems.
Interviewees whose attitude toward problem solving was not very positive did not engage
in problem solving in mathematics in the classroom regardless of ability. Even though
every interviewee expressed the belief that problem solving was an important skill, the
two interviewees who did not like problem solving did not engage their students in
mathematical problem solving. Based on the interview data attitude, not belief, and not
ability, was the decisive factor in determining whether mathematical problem solving was
a part of classroom practice.
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Limitations
The number of subjects participating in this study was small due to the size of the
county and limited somewhat by the elementary teachers' after-school commitments to
committee meetings, clubs and organizations, and tutorial sessions.

Of the 45 teachers in

grades three, four, and five in this county 22 participated in this study.
This county has a population of about 17,000, is primarily agricultural, has no
metro area, and has experienced no growth in population over the last decade. The
population is 56% African-American and 42% non-Hispanic Caucasian, with less than
2% in all other categories combined. Only 60% of the county's adults are high school
graduates with only 10% having some form of college degree. The per-capita income in
the county is $13,500 and 23% of the population lives under the poverty level (United
States Census Bureau, 2002). These demographics may limit the applicability of the
study to dissimilar areas.
Additionally, this study focused on the problem-solving aspect of mathematics
teaching and learning. Other aspects of the mathematics curriculum and other models of
pedagogy were not examined in this study.
Concerns
In the preface to the first printing of How to Solve It George Polya (1945/1973)
eloquently expressed the commission of the teacher of mathematics saying,
A teacher of mathematics has a great opportunity. If he [sic] fills his allotted time
with drilling his students in routine operations he kills their interest, hampers their
intellectual development, and misuses his opportunity. But if he challenges the
curiosity of his students by setting them problems proportionate to their
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knowledge, and helps them to solve their problems with stimulating questions, he
may give them a taste for, and some means of, independent thinking, (p. v)
Unfortunately, many teachers are unaware of this opportunity. To meet the needs of
future adults and to rise to the challenge set by mathematicians, philosophers, our
government, and corporate America, mathematics educators at all levels need to take
advantage of what Polya has identified as our great opportunity.
According to NCTM problem solving is integral to mathematics and plays a
major part in truly learning mathematics. In this researcher's experience teachers like
those interviewed in this research are representative of, not just the teachers in this
researcher's county, but teachers elsewhere as well. Three out of four did not really
understand what problem solving was or the skills that were involved. It was not that
teachers were unconcerned it was that they did not know. Society cannot expect teachers
to teach what they, themselves, do not know or have never experienced. Polya, in the
preface to his second edition, quotes a study by Education Testing Service that seems to
be a dire summary of this research. According to Polya these observations were not
new to the people in the know, but it was high time to formulate them for the
general public—:

"... mathematics has the dubious honor of being the least

popular subject in the curriculum ... Future teachers pass through the elementary
schools learning to detest mathematics ... They return to the elementary school to
teach a new generation to detest it". (Polya, 1945/1973; p. ix)
This troublesome statement may be all too true.
The results of this study seemed to suggest that, while these elementary teachers
did not detest mathematics, the majority of them certainly did not understand
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mathematics as a beautiful science in which computational skills play only a minor part
and then only in a supporting role. The qualitative results also clearly illustrated one of
the more significant pieces of the puzzle. These teachers do not know what a
mathematical "problem" is. Funkhouser (1993) and Ford (1994) identified this difficulty.
Teachers in Ford's study defined problem solving as an application of computational
skills while teachers in Funkhouser's study had only vague notions and no common
agreement of the definition of "problem solving". Three of the teachers interviewed in
this study maintained that limited definition—problem solving as computational skills—
in references to their classrooms even after completing the survey in which they were
given the definition of problem solving as "engaging in a task for which the solution
method is not known in advance". This definition was written on the first page of the
survey and teachers were asked to keep this definition in mind as they responded to the
survey items. This researcher now questions which definition of "problem solving"
participants had in mind when completing the survey.
It is interesting to note that the interviewee who had one of the most positive
attitudes and one of the highest scores on the problem-solving activity and who regularly
engages her students in genuine problem-solving activities in her classroom also had
taken 13 mathematics classes in her teacher preparation while the other three
interviewees had each only taken 3. Perhaps this indicates that elementary teachers need
to take more or different math classes than have been required or perhaps it is simply
related to liking mathematics enough to take additional courses.
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Recommendations
This research seems to suggest that the cycle of attitudes that is passed from
elementary teacher to elementary students is perpetuating itself. That cycle will not be
easy to interrupt but, if education is to meet the challenge to produce mathematically
literate adults who can effectively solve problems, then educators must find a way to
interrupt this cycle. The attitudes elementary teachers have toward problem solving and
their abilities to solve problems must be evaluated and measures taken to change attitudes
and improve skills. These needed changes involve both in-service and pre-service
teachers.
In-service teachers must be challenged to reevaluate their attitudes and beliefs and
to improve their own problem-solving skills. As NAJ said "we're missing something for
the kids. We all (teachers at every level in the county) need to get together to try to work
it out".

In-service activities such as workshops must be designed as dialogues where

attitudes can be openly discussed and teachers' concerns for computational skills
addressed and where teachers can come to understand the very real difference in solving
a word problem—applying computational skills—and in problem solving—applying
familiar skills in unfamiliar situations or creating new skills when needed. Introspection
and reflection need to be among the chief activities of such workshops. Such workshops
need to be guided (not conducted) by caring, concerned teacher-leaders who can
effectively collaborate with in-service teachers in making changes to teaching pedagogy
that will foster more and better use of problem solving in the classroom.
Administrators and teachers must be made to realize the extreme importance of
developing problem-solving skills in their students. Teachers must have the courage.
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dedication, and willingness needed to undertake making the difficult but necessary
changes in classroom practice and must be supported and encouraged while making these
changes. In the face of standardized testing this will require vision, determination,
confidence and commitment on the part of both teachers and administrators. Elementary
principals will need to make tough decisions in allocating staff so that teachers who do
not have positive attitudes do not have the opportunity to pass these attitudes on and that
those teachers who do not possess quality problem-solving skills are not given the task of
modeling problem solving for students.
Teacher educators must make the same commitment with pre-service teachers.
This study identifies the need to include additional work with problem solving in
whatever mathematics classes elementary teachers are required to take so that these
prospective teachers have a clearer understanding of what NCTM means by the terms
"problem", "word problem" (which is typically a computational problem given in a
verbal situation), and "problem solving". While elementary teachers need knowledge of
mathematics, they also need knowledge of teaching mathematics. As participant NBD
said of new first-year teachers "they don't have a clue about problem solving".
Mathematics courses intended for elementary teachers of mathematics should
include the mathematics content relevant to the curricular guides for mathematics for the
grades in which the prospective teacher expects to be certified. The study of these areas
of content should include, where appropriate, information about how each concept
evolves over the course of students' study of mathematics. For example, elementary
teachers need to realize that the concept of area carries over into calculus where the areas
of quite irregularly shaped figures can be found by using inscribed rectangles, but these
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teachers do not need to know how to calculate such an area using summation notation.
They do, however, need to understand how to find the area of a rectangle and be able to
guide their students to determine for themselves why the product of the length and width
yields the area. While some additional or higher level mathematical content that is not
directly related to what the prospective teacher is expected to teach may also be
appropriate it should be included only after prospective teachers have mastered the
teaching skills related to teaching the necessary content. These courses must balance an
understanding of content with an understanding of teaching this content. Mastering
content is not enough.
The instructors of such courses need to be highly knowledgeable in mathematics
but these instructors need to be gifted teachers as well and have a personal repertoire of
teaching skills and use these skills in their own teaching. They need to not only be able
to teach content but to model and teach pedagogical techniques as well. This will require
collaboration between mathematics departments and education departments at colleges
offering teacher certification programs.
Although studies by Thompson (1985), Lee (1990), Gooya (1992), Emenaker
(1993), and Fumer (1999) all showed that teachers' beliefs about problem solving could
be positively affected by having the teachers participate in problem solving experiences
this study indicates that changing beliefs alone will have little effect on changing
practice. It is attitudes that are important. Teacher-educators must be willing to model
problem solving as a desirable and enjoyable activity and problem solving (inquiry,
conjecture, trial-and-error) as a teaching strategy and help prospective teachers to realize
that computational skills are a tool, not a goal. Prospective teachers who cannot or will
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not comply with these needs must be discouraged or even barred from teaching
mathematics.
Developing and conducting quality in-service for teachers who are already
teaching and altering the preparation of pre-service teachers will take some time and
considerable effort. In the interim, administrators need to examine those elementary
teachers who are currently teaching and make the necessary reassignments so that all
elementary students learn mathematics from a teacher who has a positive attitude towards
mathematics and who understands the true nature of mathematics as a science bom of
problem solving and in which computational skills play a necessary but small part. Such
measures are required and justified if the cycle that Polya discussed —teachers who do
not like mathematics teach children to not like mathematics and these children become
teachers who do not like mathematics—is to be arrested.
Suggestions for Future Research
This study showed a moderate but significant quantitative correlation between
attitudes and problem-solving ability. Previous studies involving these two variables
worked to increase problem-solving ability and then measure the corresponding change
in attitude. Studies that reverse this approach should be created and carried out. Such
studies need to focus on examining attitudes, identifying and challenging those that are
negative, and finding ways to overcome this negativity before engaging in problem
solving. Research needs to involve elementary teachers in identifying mathematics
problems that require problem-solving skills apart from those that just require
computation to determine the source of this misconception and how to correct this at the
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source. Such research can offer additional input into in-service activities and workshops
for current teachers and changes in the preparation of pre-service teachers.
This study showed a significant (p <0.01) difference in the attitudes of fifth grade
teachers toward problem solving when compared with those of third and fourth grade
teachers. Further research needs to be done to determine if this difference is peculiar to
this study. If it is not then research needs to determine why the attitudes of this group are
more positive. Again, the answer to this question could impact both in-service and preservice programs.
Summary
This study was conducted to determine the attitudes toward mathematical problem
solving, the beliefs about mathematical problem solving, and the problem solving
abilities of teachers in grades three, four, and five. This study also sought to establish the
relationships between pairs of these variables. This study found that there was a
moderate correlation between teachers' attitudes and teachers' beliefs related to
mathematical problem solving. It also found a moderate correlation between teachers'
attitudes toward problem solving and teachers' abilities to solve mathematical problems.
In addition this study found that the attitudes toward problem solving impacted their use
of problem solving in their classrooms. This study also showed that teachers did not
understand problem solving as NCTM defined it—that they confused worded problems
involving simple arithmetic calculations with mathematics problems requiring the
application of skills to a novel situation. This study supports the need for reeducating inservice teachers and for changing pre-service teacher education.
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This study reinforced the old adage that teachers teach as they were taught. As
early as 1985 Thompson identified the need for teachers to experience mathematical
problem solving themselves before trying to teach problem solving. While veteran
teachers who have many years of experience may have completed their professional
development prior to 1985, the majority of teachers in this study completed their preservice work well after Thompson's recommendations. It is time for pre-service
programs to heed the research and the recommendations from NCTM and change their
approach to preparing elementary teachers for the job that awaits them—to prepare them
for what Polya saw as the opportunity they have to challenge their students to become
problem solvers.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
LETTER TO TEACHERS
Dear Teacher,
My name is Nancy Brown and, as many of you already know, I teach mathematics at the
high school. I am interested in finding out about problem solving in the elementary
grades. This study is an attempt to gather some information about problem solving.
This letter is to request your assistance in gathering data to analyze this relationship.
There is, or course, no penalty should you decide not to participate or to later withdraw
from the study. If you agree to participate, please complete BOTH parts of the attached
survey and hold it until our next meeting. I will be at your school on that date to meet
with those of you who have chosen to participate. At that meeting we will complete the
second instrument that I need for this research. Your completion of the attached survey
and your attendance at the second meeting will indicate that you are giving me
permission to use the information you provide in the study. Please be assured that your
responses will be kept absolutely confidential. You will be identified by code only.
Since I would like to interview some of you at a later date after the meeting, I will need to
know whose results are whose, and I will have a list of names and codes but no one else
will see this list. The study will be most useful if you respond to every item in both parts
of the survey and answer all questions on the second instrument, however you may
choose not to answer one or more of them, without penalty. If you would like a copy of
the study's results, you may indicate your intent below.
If you have any questions about this research project, please call me, Nancy Brown, at
478-625-9991 ext. 37 or send me an email through the county e-mail system. If you have
any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant in the study, they
should be directed to the IRB Coordinator at the Office of Research Services and
Sponsored Programs for Georgia Southern University at (912) 681-5465.
Thank you in advance for your assistance in studying this question. The results should
allow me to better understand the connections among abilities, beliefs, and attitudes
toward problem solving.
Respectfully,

Nancy M. Brown
Q Check here if you would like a copy of the results and write your name in the blank.

APPENDIX B
TEACHER MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING ATTITUDE SURVEY

Survey—Part 1

CODE

As you complete the survey, please keep in mind the following definitions:
Problem solving means engaging in a task for which the solution method is not known in
advance.
A word problem is a problem in which information is supplied orally or in written words

For each of the following items, please place an 'x' by the response that best fits you.
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TEACHER MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING ATTITUDE SURVEY
1. It is a waste of time to draw a figure
to help solve a mathematics problem.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
2. I find solving mathematics problems
to be dull and boring.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
3. I enjoy solving puzzles.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
4. I consider mathematics problems to
be a form of drudgery.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
5. I am challenged by mathematics
problems that I cannot immediately
solve.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree

6. A person should not mind taking a
chance on making a mistake when
solving a mathematics problem.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
7. I encourage my students to use trialand-error procedures when solving
many mathematics problems.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
8. Mathematics problems are something
that I enjoy a great deal.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
9. Most mathematics problems, other
than the simplest types, take too long
to solve.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
10. I enjoy playing games that involve
some intellectual challenge.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
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11.1 believe I am as successful at
solving mathematics problems as
most other teachers I know.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
12. I think students should be
encouraged to use the method that
suits them best when solving a
problem.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
13. I encourage my students to check
their answers to problems to see if
the answers actually make sense.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
14. I tend to think of mathematics
problems as being more like games
than hard work.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
15. I often find myself unable to think
clearly when trying to solve
mathematics problems.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree

16. I would rather have someone tell me
how to solve a difficult problem
than to have to work it out for
myself.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
17. Trying to discover the solution to a
new type of mathematics problem
is an exciting experience.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
18. I like to stress with my students that
there are often many different ways
to solve the same problem.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
19. Mathematics problems make me
feel as though I am lost in a jungle
of numbers and cannot find my way
out.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
20. Students who do not see how to
solve a problem right away should
be encouraged to try and think of
another problem like that one.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
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21. I have difficulty making myself
think about a problem long enough
to solve it.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
22. I have trouble understanding why
some students think mathematics
problems are fun.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
23. One might say that I have a fear of
solving mathematics problems.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
24. I like to emphasize with my students
that, in mathematics, some problems
have many answers, and some
problems have no answer.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
25. I find it difficult to concentrate on
mathematics problems for a very
long period of time.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree

26. If I cannot solve a problem right
away, I like to stick with it until I
have it solved.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
27. I do not particularly like doing
difficult mathematics problems.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
28. Most mathematics problems are
frustrating.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
29. I enjoy working on a tricky
mathematics problem.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
30. Mathematics problems, generally,
are very interesting.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
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31. The feeling that I have toward
mathematics problems is a pleasant
feeling.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree

36. The number of rules one must learn
in mathematics make solving
problems difficult.

32. I like to encourage my students to
adopt a stop-and-think attitude
when solving problems.

37. It makes me nervous to think about
having to solve difficult
mathematics problems.

always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
33. I do not particularly enjoy thinking
about mathematics problems outside
of school.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
34. Regardless of how much effort I put
forth, I experience a feeling of
confusion when solving
mathematics problems.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
35. If I cannot solve a problem, right
away, I tend to give up.
always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never

really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree

always
usually
sometimes
seldom
never
38. The development of computational
skills should take precedence over
the development of problem solving
skills in the teaching of elementary
school mathematics.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
39. With sufficient time I believe I
could be successful at solving most
mathematics problems.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
40. Knowing how to compute is about
all that is necessary for students to
be able to solve most mathematics
problems in elementary school.
really agree
agree
can't decide
disagree
really disagree
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LETTERS OF PERMISSION TO USE OTHERS' MATERIALS

Reply

Reply All
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Delete

Move to folder:
Print

INBOX
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From: Judy Anderson <Anderson@boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au> Save Address
To: tonaanda@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re:
Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2002 11:28:10 + 1000 IView Sourcel
Hello Nancy,
Congrats on finishing your coursework.
By all means you can use whatever is appropriate.
I did not use a rubric to determine classification of teacher's favourite
problems, rather, I used the definitions included in the background
Information in the survey instrument. It was quite challenging because many
Problems fit into more than one category and I guess that is a criticism of
what I did.
Your research sounds quite fascinating. I wouldn't have been game to ask
teachers to do a problem solving test. I think most would have refused
unless they were very confident with their mathematics.
Will you be attending PME in Hawaii next July. I am thinking of going.
I haven't done any research now for about two years because I have been so
busy with curriculum development in NSW.
Next year I will take up a position as a Senior lecturer in Mathematics
Education at the University of Sydney. I am really looking forward to that
and getting back into research.
Good luck,
Judy
Judy Anderson (Dr)
Senior Curriculum Officer, Mathematics K-12
Board of Studies
GPO Box 5300
Sydney NSW 2001
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From: Peter Kloosterman <klooster@indiana.edu Save Address
To: tonaanda@worldnet. att.net
Subject: Re: kind assistance with dissertation work
Date: Tuesday, 30 October, 2001 8:54 AM
[View Sourcel
Nancy:
You don't need any permission to use the scales (the copyright only
prevents you form selling the scales to someone else) so go ahead and
use them if you wish. Just take the items (which are all in the
appendix of the article where the scale was published) and mix them
up (i. e., don't put all the items about usefulness one after
another). Students respond from strongly disagree to strongly agree
on a five-point scale. I score the scales using 1 for the least
favorable response and 5 for the most favorable (my recollection is
that the scoring is also explained in the article.)
Let me know if you have any other questions and good luck with your research.
Peter Kloosterman.
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^
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I INBOX

From: Diane Wearne <wearne@UDel.Edu> Save Address
To: tonaanda@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: kind assistance with dissertation
Date: Friday, 30 November, 2001 9:11 rview Source 1
Ms. Brown,
I do not have a specific name of the person you should speak with
concerning the copyright at the University of Wisconsin but I suggest
you contact the Wisconsin Center for Education Research there for
guidance. You have, however, my permission to use the items.
In regard to the scoring of the instrument, the purpose of the
prerequisites for the problem, to assist in deciding if the student was
unable to solve the problem due to being unfamiliar with the vocabulary,
unable to interpret information contained in the problem, or lacked an
understanding of a prerequisite concept of the problem.
Your proposed study sounds interesting.
Diana Wearne
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From: Donald Whitaker@gsvms2.cc.gasou.edu> Save Address
To: tonaanda@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Re: kind assistance with doctoral work
Date: Sunday, 21 October, 2001 4:58 PM
[View Source!
Nancy:
Thanks for your inquiry about the teacher problem solving attitude scale that I developed as part of my
dissertation—lo those many years ago! I must confess that, at the time, I had hoped my work would
spark the interest of other researchers to pursue studies related to the problem solving attitudes of
teachers. Unfortunately, that didn't happen. I'm encouraged that you believe—as I did and still do—that
teachers' beliefs and attitudes have a significant impact on their student's performance in problem solving.
Through the yeas, my own research interests have moved in other directions, though I'm still very much
interested in problem solving heuristics and attitudes. In my current position, my concerns have taken on
a scope broader than just mathematics. But I digress...
I'll be very happy to pull my teacher problem solving attitude scale from my files and share it with you. It
is, of course, something that I developed, but I should be happy for you to use it or modify it if you wish.
Should you choose to do so, I would only expect that you give me credit as its original author.
Unfortunately, the scale is in my files in my office in the math department, so it will be a few days before I
can retrieve it. If you'll give me your mailing address, I'll b happy to send it to you. Or if you prefer, I
can fax a copy for your preliminary perusal. Just let me know.
Best wishes,
Don Whitaker
Donald R. Whitaker, Director
Office of Academic Assessment and Institutional Research
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306

APPENDIX D
TEACHER MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOVING BELIEF SURVEY
Survey Part 2

CODE

As you complete the survey, please keep in mind the following definitions:
Problem solving means engaging in a task for which the solution method is not known in
advance.
A word problem is a problem in which information is supplied orally or in written words

For each of the following items, please place an 'x' by the response that best fits you.
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TEACHER MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOVING BELIEF SURVEY
SA = Strongly Agree A = Agree N = Neutral D = Disagree SD = Strongly Disagree
SA
1

I can get smarter in math if I try hard.

2

It's not important to understand why a mathematical
procedure works as long as it gives a correct answer.

3

Any word problem can be solved if you know the right
steps to follow.

4

If I can't solve a math problem quickly, I quit trying.

5

Hard work can increase one's ability to do math.

6

Computational skills are useless if you can't apply them to
real life situations.

7

Word problems can be solved without remembering
formulas.

8

If I can't do a math problem in a few minutes, I probably
can't do it at all.

9

Ability in math increases when one studies hard.

10

Computational skills are of little value if you can't use them
to solve word problems.

11

A person who doesn't understand why an answer to a math
problem is correct hasn't really solved the problem.

12

I'm not very good at solving math problems that take a
while to figure out.

13

Time used to investigate why a solution to a math problem
works is time well spent.

14

Working can improve one's ability in mathematics.

15

It doesn't really matter if you understand a math problem if
you can get the right answer.

A

N

D

SD
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SA
16

Math problems that take a long time don't bother me.

17

I can get smarter in math by trying hard.

18

I find I can do hard math problems if I just hang in there.

19

Getting a right answer in math is more important than
understanding why the answer works.

20

There are word problems that just can't be solved by
following a predetermined sequence of steps.

21

Word problems are not a very important part of
mathematics.

22

Most word problems can be solved by using the correct
step-by-step procedure.

23

In addition to getting a right answer in mathematics, it is
important to understand why the answer is correct.

24

Memorizing steps is not that useful for learning to solve
word problems.

25

Learning computational skills is more important than
learning to solve word problems.

26

Learning to do word problems is mostly a matter of
memorizing the right steps to follow.

27

By trying hard, one can become smarter in mathematics.

28

I feel I can do math problems that take a long time to
complete.

29

A person who can't solve word problems really can't do
math.

30

Math classes should not emphasize word problems.

A

N

D

SD

APPENDIX E
PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIVITY

CODE

Please remember that your responses are strictly confidential.

This is a worksheet for using your problem-solving techniques and skills.

Please do your best on each problem and show any and all work that you do on the page
with the problem. It is okay if you do not successfully complete the problem but please
do write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just cross out
anything you don't want evaluated.

You will have approximately 45 minutes to complete these problems.
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1.

Weights

B

and

and

X

are put together on one end of the balance beam and

are put together on the other end of the balance beam.

Circle the picture that shows how the balance beam might look.

Impossible
to tell.

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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BRIGHT
The sign

16
should be placed in:

ELMTOWN 19

Drago

Alta

Flagge Cable

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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3. There are 45 houses on Century Avenue. The houses are white, blue, yellow, green,
or gray.

18 of the houses are white. There are half as many blue houses as white

houses. 15 of the houses are yellow. Only one house is gray.

How many houses are green?

5

3

2

0

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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4. Each of the four blocks

in the picture is covering a

number of chips.

The numbers below the pictures tell how many chips are covered by those blocks.

10

How many chips are covered by

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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5. The following sentences tell about the numbers A, B, C, and D.
C+3 =B
D<A
B= D-4

Write the four numbers A, B, C, and D in order from smallest to largest.

'
smallest

?

9

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.

4,526 40,526

4,562 45,620

45,260

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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7.

The area of the floor of a rectangular room pictured below is 96 sq. ft. A small
rectangular rug is on the floor.

The area of the floor not covered by the rug is:
4 ft.
3?

m
4 ft.

79 sq ft.

82 sq. ft.

84 sq. ft.

89 sq. ft.

Impossible to tell

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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C

8.

B

The distance from A to C is twice the distance from C to B.

If you drive from A to B and then Back to C, you will have gone:

4 times the distance from A to C

1 Va the distance from A to C

2 times the distance from A to C

1 'A the distance from A to C

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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9. These are four views of the same cube.

^7
0

Here is another view of the same cube.

Circle the figure that goes on the

O

~\~

S

A

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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10. A ferryboat never crosses the river unless it is full. The ferryboat is full when it
holds 12 cars.
The ferry is also full when it holds 8 trucks. Cars and trucks are never on the
ferryboat at the same time.
The ferryboat made 4 trips across the river and carried 44 vehicles. (Cars and trucks
are both considered to be vehicles).

Circle the sentence which could be true.

The ferryboat was filled with cars each time.

The ferryboat was filled with trucks each time.

The ferryboat was filled with cars more than one-half the time.

The ferryboat was filled with trucks at least one-half the time.

None of the sentences is true.

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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11. In a cryptarithm each letter represents a different digit and none of the letters
represents zero (0). Find digits A, B, C, D that solve the following cryptarithm.

ABCD
x

4

DCB A

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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12. New lockers are being installed in a school and will be numbered from 0001 to 1000.
stick-on digits will be used to number the lockers. A custodian must calculate the
number of packages of numbers to order. How many 9's will be needed?

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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13. Gary cashed a check from Joan for $29.35. The he bought two magazines for $1.95
each, a book for $5.95, and a record for $5.98. He had $21.45 left. How much
money did he have before cashing the check?

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
■
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14. Together, a baseball and a football weigh 1.25 pounds, the baseball and a soccer ball
weigh 1.35 pounds, and the football and soccer ball weigh 1.9 pounds. How much
does each ball weigh?

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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15. Five women participated in a 10-kilometer (10K) walk, but started at different times.

At a certain time in the walk the following descriptions were true.
a. Rose was at the halfway point (5K).
b. Kelly was 2K ahead of Cathy.
c. Janet was 3K ahead of Ann.
d. Rose was 1K behind Cathy.
e. Ann was 3.5K behind Kelly.

How far from the finish line was Janet at that time?

REMEMBER, write down your thoughts and scratch work and don't erase these—just
cross out anything you don't want evaluated.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEM-SOLVING WORKSHEET

2. Cable
3. 2
4. 17
5. C,B,D,A
6. 40,526
7. 84 sq.ft.
8. 2 times the distance from A to C
»■ +
10. The ferryboat was filled with cars more than one-half the time.
11. A = 2,B= 1,C = 7,D = 8
12. 300

O's are needed

13. $7.93
14. football 0.9 lb; soccer ball 1.0 lb; baseball 0.35 lb
15. Janet was 2.5 from the finish line

APPENDIX F
FOCUSED HOLISTIC SCORING POINT SCALE
Charles, Lester, and O'Daffer, 1987, p. 16
0 Points
These papers have one of the following characteristics:
• They are blank.
• The data in the problem may be simply recopied, but nothing is done with the data or
there is work but no apparent understanding of the problem.
• There is an incorrect answer and no other work is shown.
1 Point
These papers have one of the following characteristics:
• There is a start toward finding the solution beyond just copying data that reflects
some understanding, but the approach used would not have led to a correct solution.
• An inappropriate strategy is started but not carried out, and there is no evidence that
the student turned to another strategy. It appears that the student tried one approach
that did not work and then gave up.
• The student tried to reach a subgoal but never did.
2 Points
These papers have one of the following characteristics:
• The student used an inappropriate strategy and got an incorrect answer, but the work
showed some understanding of the problem.
• An appropriate strategy was used, but—
a) it was not carried out far enough to reach a solution (e. g., there were only 2 entries
in an organized list);
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b) it was implemented incorrectly and thus led to no answer or an incorrect answer.
• The student successfully reached a subgoal, but went no further.
• The correct answer is shown, but—
a) the work is not understandable;
b) no work is shown.
3 Points
These papers have one of the following characteristics:
• The student has implemented a solution strategy that could have led to the correct
solution, but he or she misunderstood part of the problem or ignored a condition in
the problem.
• Appropriate solution strategies were properly applied, but—
a) the student answered the problem incorrectly for no apparent reason;
b) the correct numerical part of the answer was given and the answer was not labeled
or was labeled incorrectly;
c) no answer is given.
• The correct answer is given, and there is some evidence that appropriate solution
strategies were selected. However, the implementation of the strategies is not
completely clear.
4 Points
These papers have one of the following characteristics:
• The student made an error in carrying out an appropriate solution strategy. However,
this error does not reflect misunderstanding of either the problem or how to
implement the strategy, but rather it seems to be a copying or computational error.
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Appropriate strategies were selected and implemented. The correct answer was given
in terms of the data in the problem

APPENDIX G
INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. A close friend tells you about two fifth grade teachers at her child's school. Ms. Jones
is concerned that too many children finish primary school without a solid background in
the basics of mathematics. She ensures that plenty of basic skills in the 4 operations are
practiced in her class with the occasional use of problem solving. Ms. Smith, on the
other hand, does not practice these skills as much but prefers her children to develop their
skills by using them as they need them when solving problems. Your friend wants to
know which teacher she should request to teach her child. What advice would you give
her and why?
2. Two teachers are having a conversation in the teachers' lounge. John is clearly
frustrated by the number of things he has to fit into the curriculum and barely finds time
to cover the essential basic skills in mathematics, let alone investigate problems. Bill
responds by saying that you can teach all mathematics by using a problem solving
approach. They ask you for your opinion—what do you think?
3. Describe a recent lesson in your classroom that involved problem solving and explain
how and why you used this problem solving lesson. Tell me how successful the lesson
was and how you decided whether it was or not.
4. Write down 2 of your favorite mathematical problems which you have used in your
classroom. Briefly describe why you like using these in particular.
5. How important is problem solving in our curriculum and how important should it be?
6. Is there anything else that you want to tell me about you and problem solving?

APPENDIX H
IRB APPROVAL LETTER
Georgia Southern University
Office of Research Services & Sponsored Programs
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
Phone: 912-681-5465
Fax:912-681-0719

OvTsighTd gasou.edu

P.O. Box 8005
Statesboro. GA 30460-8005

To: Nancy M. Brown
Curriculum. Foundations and Research
Cc: Cordelia Douzenis, Faculty Advisor
Curriculum. Foundations and Research
From: Mr. Neil Garretson. Coordinator
Research Oversight Comittees (1ACUC/IBC/1RB)
Date: July 26, 2002
Subject: Status of Application for Approval to Utilize Human Subjects in Research
After an expedited review of your proposed research project titles " A Study of Relationships Among Elementary
Teachers' Skills in Attitudes Toward and Beliefs About Problem Solving," it appears that the research subjects are
at minimal risk and appropriate safeguards are in place. 1 am, therefore, on behalf of the Institutional Review Board
able to certify that adequate provisions have been planned to protect the rights of the human research subjects. This
proposed research is approved through an expedited review procedure as authorized in the Federal Polycy for the
Protection of Human Subjects (45 CFR §46.110(7)), which states:
(7) Research on individual or group characteristics of behavior (including, but not limited to,
research on perception, cognition, motivation, identify, language, communication, cultural beliefs
or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral history, focus
group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or qualify assurance methodologies.
However, this approval is conditional upon the following revisions and/or additions being completed prior the
collection of any data:
1. You must submit a complete sampling protocol. Specifically, please ensure that you include details regarding
how you propose to select/solicit the teachers at school to be interviewed.
2. You must submit letters of permission/support from the three school Principals where data collection is to
occur. These letters should clearly indicate that he/she has reviewed our proposed research plans and granted
you permission to solicit for research participants.
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about these conditions of approval, please do not hesitate to
contact the IRB Coordinator. Please send a copy of all revised and/or additional materials to the IRB Coordinator at
the Office of Research Services and Sponsored Programs (PO Box 8005).
This IRB approval is in effect for one year from the data of this letter. If at the end of that time, there have been
no changes to the exempted research protocol, you may request and extension of the approval period for an additional
year. In the interim, please provide the IRB with any information concerning any significant adverse event,
whether or not it is believed to be related to the study, within five working days of the event. In addition, if a
change or modification of the approved methodology becomes necessary, you must notify the IRB Coordinator
prior to initiating any such changes or modifications. At that time, an amended application for IRB approval may
be submitted. Upon completions of your data collection, please notify the IRB Coordinator so that your file may be
closed.
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Research Protocol for Research Utilizing Human Subjects
The purpose of this information is to provide the IRB with sufficient data to understand the use of and safeguards for
human subjects in your research proposal. The IRB is not concerned with evaluating the quality or focus of your
research, but only the use of human subjects. Do not leave any item blank, if an item does not apply to your research
please indicate "N/A". If completing this application kit by hand (i. e., you are not completing this form via a word
processor but are typing or printing your responses) please do not attempt to fit your response onto this page—attach
additional pages as necessary.
1. Statement of the problem to be studied.
This study will examine the attitudes teachers have about themselves as problem solvers, the beliefs
that these teachers hold about problem solving, and the ability these teachers have to solve problems. The
study seeks to better define and understand what relationships these variables have to one another.
2. Describe your research design.
The research is primarily quantitative with a minor qualitative portion. The research will have three
phases. The first phase is a survey of closed-ended questions designed to gather information about teacher
attitudes and beliefs related to problem solving. The second phase of the research is a problem-solving
activity designed to assess the problem-solving ability of the participants. These two written instruments—
the survey and the problem-solving activity—will be statistically analyzed to determine strength and
direction of correlations between and among the variables indicated. In the third phase of the research
interviews will be conducted with selected participants.
Data will be compiled for each participant and reported only in aggregate. The researcher will
have the only list of the names and codes of the participants and will be the only one able to identify
individual study participants' responses. This is necessary in selecting interviewees.
3. Description of possible risks to human subjects.
N/A
4. Description of possible benefits to human subjects and society in general.
Determining the relationships among teacher attitudes toward, beliefs about, and skills in problem
solving may lead to information about how these attitudes, beliefs, and skills need to be addressed by future
staff-development activities designed for these teachers.
5. Identifying information on study participants.
The participants will be those mathematics teachers from grades 3, 4, and 5 in the three elementary
schools in Jefferson County, Georgia, who indicate a willingness to participate in the study.
6. List and attach a copy of all questionnaire instruments, informed consent documents, interview protocols, or
any other material to be used during the research project.
Teacher Survey on Problem-Solving Instruction
Problem-Solving Worksheet
Interview Guide
Describe the procedure(s) that will be used to secure informed consent. If deception is necessary, attach a
copy of the debriefing plan.
The attached letter will be sent to each teacher of mathematics in grades 3. 4. and 5 in the
elementary schools of Jefferson County, Georgia.
Will minors will be included as part of the data set? (Indicate the appropriate response). |

| Yes

X

No

APPENDIX I
PRINCIPALS' LETTERS OF SUPPORT

r E-MAILE-MAIL
dyes@)ef<erson.k 12.ga.us
SHARON DYE, PRINCIPAL
whlttakerl@jefferson.l< 12.ga.us.
LaCandace Whittaker, ASST. PRINCIPAL
P.O. Box 308 - THOMSON ROAD
WRENS. GEORGIA 30833

December 4, 2002
To Whom It May Concern:
Wrens Elementary School is a willing and able participate in the research conducted by
Nancy Brown. Mrs. Brown's presentation at our principal's meeting gave much insight
into her research on problem solving in mathematics. I am aware that participants will be
interviewed. They will fill out a survey, and will participate in activities related to
problem solving. Participation is both voluntary and confidential and she will gather data
in the spring of2003.
We are very pleased to see such research being conducted. Based on Wrens Elementary
School test data and other schools across the state of Georgia, problem solving tends to
be an area that many of our students struggle. Much emphasis needs to be placed in this
area and we await the results of her research with hopes of finding ways to improve in
mathematical problem solving.
Sincerely,

Sharon Dye
Principal

Squat OfcfiantuHittf Siufitaqen
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JLET KfTTERMAN
Principal

Louisville Academy
901 Mimosa Drive
LOUISVILLE GEORGIA 30434
www. jefferson. k12.ga. us

Phone (478) 625-7794
Fa* (478) 625-3548

January 6, 2003
To Whom h May Ccncem:
Louisville Academy completely and fully supports Nancy Brown's doctoral dissertation
which focuses on problem solving in mathematics. A number of our teachers will
participate as she carries out the experimental phase of her dissertation.
I have the utmost respect for Mrs. Brown's knowledge of mathematics. Even though she
teaches primarily higher mathematics in high school, she has been invaluable to me as 1
design staff development for the elementary teachers who work under my supervision.
Sincerely,

Hulet E. Kitterman, Principal"
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Carver Elementary School
Dr. Shawn M. Johnson
PrhKipri

P.O. Box 939
104 Bcdiagflcid Street
Wadley, GeorrU 30477
(478) 252-5742 * (478) 252-0577 (Fix)

Ms. Tiffiwy Pitts
Mr. MarceUos R. Hannah
Aototaat Priadpals

December 6, 2002

Mrs. Nancy Brown
Jefferson County High School
Mennonite Church Road
Louisville, GA 30434
Dear Mrs. Brown:
This letter is to give you permission to conduct a two-part survey and a
second activity related to problem solving with the teachers at Carver
Elementary School. My teachers understand that their participation is
voluntary and confidential and the data will be gathered in the spring of
2003.
Sincerely yours,

Dr. Shawn M. Johnson
Principal

-1* Kftmi OppertmmOr EmpLtver

APPENDIX J
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SHEET
CODE
Please mark or fill in the appropriate responses.

1. I am
2. lam

female

male

21-30 years old

31-40 years old

3. My highest degree earned is

bachelor's

41-50 years old

master's

6-year

4. I am in my

year of teaching.

5. I am in my

year of teaching in the Jefferson County School System.

6. I am a native of Jefferson County.

yes

no

7. The number of mathematics courses I took in college is
8. I am a member of the following professional organizations:
9. I continue my professional growth through (check all that apply)
attendance at meetings of my professional organizations
publications of my professional organizations
locally provided staff-development
discussions with other local teachers
other (please describe)

over 50
doctorate

